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The photon spectrum in B ! Xs� decay, where Xs is any strange hadronic state, is studied using a data

sample of ð382:8� 4:2Þ � 106 eþe� ! �ð4SÞ ! B �B events collected by the BABAR experiment at the

PEP-II collider. The spectrum is used to measure the branching fraction BðB ! Xs�Þ ¼ ð3:21� 0:15�
0:29� 0:08Þ � 10�4 and the first, second, and third moments hE�i¼2:267�0:019�0:032�0:003GeV,

hðE� � hE�iÞ2i ¼ 0:0484� 0:0053� 0:0077� 0:0005 GeV2, and hðE��hE�iÞ3i¼�0:0048�0:0011�
0:0011�0:0004GeV3, for the range E� > 1:8 GeV, where E� is the photon energy in the B-meson rest

frame. Results are also presented for narrower E� ranges. In addition, the direct CP asymmetry ACPðB !
Xsþd�Þ is measured to be 0:057� 0:063. The spectrum itself is also unfolded to the B-meson rest frame;

that is the frame in which theoretical predictions for its shape are made.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.112008 PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.30.Er, 12.15.Hh, 13.20.He

I. INTRODUCTION

In the standard model (SM) the electromagnetic radia-

tive decay of the b quark, b ! s� or b ! d�, proceeds at
leading order via the loop diagram shown in Fig. 1 result-

ing in a photon and a strange or down quark. The rate for

b ! d� relative to b ! s� is suppressed by a factor

jVtd=Vtsj2 where Vtd and Vts are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements. Interest in these decays

*Now at the University of Tabuk, Tabuk 71491, Saudi Arabia.
†Also with Università di Perugia, Dipartimento di Fisica,

Perugia, Italy.
‡Now at the University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield HD1

3DH, United Kingdom.
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kNow at University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688,
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is motivated by the possibility that new heavy particles

might enter into the loop at leading order, causing signifi-

cant deviations from the predicted SM decay rates. There is

an extensive theoretical literature evaluating the effects of

new physics; some examples are given in Refs. [1–8]. New

physics can also significantly enhance the direct CP asym-

metry for b ! s� and b ! d� decay [9–13].

The hadronic processes corresponding to the underlying

b ! s� and b ! d� decays are B ! Xs� and B ! Xd�.
Here Xs and Xd are any final state resulting from the

hadronization of the s �q or d �q quark-level state, respec-

tively, where �q is the spectator from the Bmeson. These are

predominantly resonances, including K�ð892Þ, K1ð1270Þ
(Xs) or �, ! (Xd) and higher-mass states, but also non-

resonant multihadron final states. Theoretical predictions

for the rates of such exclusive decays suffer from large

uncertainties associated with the form factors of the me-

sons. In contrast, the inclusive hadronic rates �ðB ! Xs�Þ
and �ðB ! Xd�Þ can be equated with the precisely calcu-

lable partonic rates �ðb ! s�Þ and �ðb ! d�Þ at the level
of a few percent [14] (quark-hadron duality), leading to

significantly more accurate predictions. At next-to-next-to-

leading order (up to four loops), the SM prediction for the

branching fraction is BðB ! Xs�Þ ¼ ð3:15� 0:23Þ �
10�4ðE� > 1:6 GeVÞ [15]. Measurements of the inclusive

rates and asymmetries are therefore powerful probes of

physics beyond the standard model.

The shape of the photon energy spectrum is determined

by the strong interaction of the b quark within the Bmeson

and by the hadronization process. The Fermi motion of the

quark within the Bmeson and gluon radiation lead to an E�

distribution, in the B-meson rest frame, that is peaked in

the range 2.2 to 2.5 GeV, with a kinematic limit at mB=2 �
2:64 GeV and a rapidly falling low-energy tail. The shape

is insensitive to non-SM physics [16,17] and can therefore

provide information about the strong interaction dynamics

of the b quark. Heavy quark effective theory (HQET)

[14,18–22] has been used most extensively to describe

these dynamics. The shape of the photon spectrum pro-

vides information on parameters of this theory related to

the mass and momentum of the b quark within the B
meson; the definitions and hence the values of these pa-

rameters differ slightly between the ‘‘kinetic scheme’’ [23]

and the ‘‘shape function scheme’’ [24]. The Heavy Flavor

Averaging Group (HFAG) [25] has computed world aver-

age values of the parameters in the kinetic scheme based on

previous measurements of the inclusive semileptonic

B-meson decay B ! Xc‘� (‘ ¼ e or �) and of B !
Xs�. HFAG has also translated those values to the shape

function scheme. These parameters can be used to reduce

the error in the extraction of the CKM matrix elements

jVcbj and jVubj from the inclusive semileptonic decays,

B ! Xc‘� and B ! Xu‘� [26–29]. The B ! Xs� spectral

shape may also be compared to predictions in the frame-

work of dressed gluon exponentiation [30].

The inclusive decay B ! Xs� was first measured by the

CLEO Collaboration [31–33] and has been subsequently

studied by the ALEPH [34], Belle [35–40], and BABAR

[41–43] collaborations. All measurements have been made

with B mesons produced in eþe� collisions. The theoreti-

cal predictions, which assume that the measurement is

inclusive so that quark-hadron duality holds, are made in

the B-meson rest frame for photons with E� > 1:6 GeV.

This means that ideally the measurement is made for all Xs

final states and for all photons E� > 1:6 GeV. The experi-

mental challenge is to make the measurement as inclusive

as possible while suppressing backgrounds from other

processes producing photons or fake photons. The back-

grounds arise from continuum events (eþe� to q �q or �þ��

pairs, where q ¼ u, d, s, or c), with the photon coming

from either a �0 or � decay or from initial-state radiation,

and from other B �B processes. The B �B background arises

predominantly from �0 or � decay but also from decays of

other light mesons, misreconstructed electrons, and had-

rons. It is strongly dependent on photon energy and rises

steeply at lower E�. This places a practical lower limit for

E� on the experimental measurements; measurements have

been made to date with E� > 1:7, 1.8, and 1.9 GeV.

Three experimental techniques have been pursued. They

differ in the extent to which the final state is reconstructed.

The first is the fully inclusive technique in which neither

the Xs from the signal B nor the recoiling �B meson is

reconstructed. (Charge conjugates are implied throughout

this paper.) The second is the semi-inclusive technique, in

which as many exclusive Xs final states as possible are

reconstructed and combined. The recoiling �B meson is not

reconstructed. The third is the reconstructed recoil- �B tech-

nique, in which inclusive B events are tagged by fully

reconstructing the recoiling �B mesons in as many final

states as possible, but Xs is not reconstructed. Each of

the techniques has different strengths and weaknesses.

If the Xs is not reconstructed, the sample includes all Xs

final states, but there are significant backgrounds from other

B �B decays that must be estimated. It also includes Xd states

from the Cabbibo-suppressed b ! d� process. These can

be subtracted by assuming the b ! d� photon spectrum to

have a similar shape to the b ! s� photon spectrum, but

scaled by the ratio of the CKM elements ðjVtdj=jVtsjÞ2 ¼
0:044� 0:003. This is believed to be a valid assumption.

W–

γ

s,db
u,c,t

FIG. 1. The leading order Feynman diagram for the electro-

magnetic radiative decay of the b quark in the SM.
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Also, if the Xs is not reconstructed then the signal B cannot

be reconstructed. The B mesons have a small momentum in

the �ð4SÞ rest frame. As the B meson is not reconstructed,

the direction of the momentum is not known. This leads to a

Doppler smearing of the photon energy. This effect, along

with the detector resolution, must be corrected for or

unfolded in order to compare to predictions made in the

B-meson rest frame. Quantities measured in the �ð4SÞ rest
frame, i.e., the center-of-mass (CM) frame, such as the

photon energy E�
� are denoted with an asterisk.

No semi-inclusive measurement to date has recon-

structed more than about 60% of Xs decays, due to the

high combinatoric background for higher multiplicity

decays. Uncertainties in modeling the mix of Xs final states

result in significant efficiency uncertainties, as well as a

large uncertainty in correcting for the final states that are

not reconstructed. However, the reconstruction of the Xs

implies that the signal B can be fully reconstructed, pro-

viding kinematic constraints to strongly suppress back-

grounds, allowing the measurement to be made directly

in the B-meson rest frame.

In the reconstructed recoil- �B technique, only about 1%

of �B’s can be fully reconstructed, due to the presence of

neutrinos in semileptonic decays and combinatoric back-

grounds to higher multiplicity decays. This severely limits

the statistical precision but does allow the measurement to

be made in the B-meson rest frame.

This paper reports a fully inclusive analysis that super-

sedes the previous BABAR fully inclusive result [42],

which is based on a smaller data sample. The E�
� photon

spectrum is measured in B ! Xsþd� decays. It is used to

measure the branching fraction BðB ! Xs�Þ for E� >

1:8 GeV and for narrower energy ranges. The effects of

detector resolution and Doppler smearing are unfolded to

provide an E� photon spectrum in the B-meson rest frame

that can be used to fit to theoretical predictions for the

spectral shape. The unfolded spectrum is also used to

measure the first, second, and third moments, given,

respectively, by

E1 ¼ hE�i; E2 ¼ hðE� � hE�iÞ2i;
E3 ¼ hðE� � hE�iÞ3i:

(1)

Although the SM predicts quite different asymmetries

for B ! Xs� and B ! Xd�, the Xs and Xd final states

cannot be distinguished in the fully inclusive technique.

Hence the B ! Xd� contribution to the fully inclusive

measurement cannot be corrected for, and only the combi-

nation ACP (B ! Xsþd�) can be measured:

ACP ¼ �ðb ! s�þ b ! d�Þ � �ð �b ! �s�þ �b ! �d�Þ
�ðb ! s�þ b ! d�Þ þ �ð �b ! �s�þ �b ! �d�Þ :

This asymmetry is approximately 10�6 in the SM, with

nearly exact cancellation of opposite asymmetries for

b ! s� and b!d�. ACPðB!Xsþd�Þ and ACPðB ! Xs�Þ

are sensitive to different new physics scenarios [11]. Thus

measurements of this joint asymmetry complement those

of ACP in b ! s� [32,36,44,45] to constrain new physics

models.

II. DATA SETS, DETECTOR, SIMULATION,

AND SIGNAL MODELS

The results presented are based on data samples of

eþe�!�ð4SÞ!B �B collisions collected with the BABAR

detector at the PEP-II asymmetric-energy eþe� collider.

The on-resonance integrated luminosity is 347:1 fb�1, cor-

responding to 382:8� 106 B �B events. The continuum

background is estimated with an off-resonance data

sample of 36:4 fb�1 collected 40 MeV below the �ð4SÞ
resonance energy.

The BABAR detector is described in detail in Ref. [46].

Charged-particle momenta are measured with a 5-layer,

double-sided silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and a 40-layer

drift chamber (DCH) inside a 1.5-T superconducting sole-

noidal magnet. A high resolution total-absorption electro-

magnetic calorimeter (EMC), consisting of 6580 CsI(Tl)

crystals, is used to measure localized electromagnetic en-

ergy deposits and hence to identify photons and electrons.

The EMC energy resolution for high-energy photons in the

current measurement is about 2.6%. A ring-imaging

Cherenkov radiation detector (DIRC), aided by measure-

ments of ionization energy loss, dE=dx, in the SVT and

DCH, is used for particle identification (PID) of charged

particles. Muons are identified in the instrumented flux

return (IFR), which consists of 18 layers of steel inter-

leaved with single-gap resistive-plate chambers. For the

last 38% of the data collected, 1=3 of these chambers in the

central region of the detector were replaced by 12 layers of

limited-streamer tubes, interspersed with 6 layers of brass

(to increase absorption).

The BABAR Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, based on

GEANT4 [47], EVTGEN [48], and JETSET [49], is used

to generate samples of BþB� and B0 �B0, q �q (where q is a u,
d, s, or c quark), �þ��, and signal events (B �B events in

which at least one B decays to Xs�). To model beam

backgrounds, each simulated event is overlaid with one

of a set of random background data events collected using a

periodic trigger.

The signal models used to determine selection efficien-

cies are based on QCD calculations of Refs. [23] (kinetic

scheme) and [27] (shape function scheme) and on an ear-

lier calculation by Kagan and Neubert [9] (‘‘KN’’). Each

model uses an ansatz for the shape that is constrained by

calculations of the first and second moments of the spectra.

The models approximate the hadronic mass (mXs
) spec-

trum, which contains a number of overlapping resonances,

as a smooth distribution. This is reasonable, except at the

lowest masses, where theK�ð892Þ dominates the spectrum.

Hence the portion of the mXs
spectrum below 1:1 GeV=c2

is replaced by a Breit-Wigner K�ð892Þ distribution,
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normalized to yield the same fraction of the integrated

spectrum. A particular signal model is defined as the

theoretical spectrum for specific HQET parameters, with

this at low mXs
. The photon energy in the B-meson rest

frame is related to mXs
via

m2
Xs

¼ m2
B � 2mB

E�

c2
: (2)

High-statistics MC signal samples for the non-K�ð892Þ part
of the spectrum are generated uniformly in E�, separately

for each of the two B-meson charge states, and then

weighted according to any particular model of interest.

Monte Carlo samples of BþB� and B0 �B0 events are

needed for background evaluation. They are produced,

with nearly 3 times the effective luminosity of the data

sample, and include all known B decays, except for events

in which either B decays via B ! Xsþd�. Monte Carlo

samples of continuum events (q �q, separately for c �c and for
the light quarks, and �þ��) are used to optimize the event-

selection criteria but are not otherwise relied upon.

III. ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

The event selection is described in detail in Sec. IV.

The analysis begins by selecting hadronic events. A high-

energy photon, characteristic of B ! Xs� decays, is

then required, while photons from �0 and � decays are

vetoed, reducing both the continuum and B �B backgrounds.

The background from continuum events is significantly

suppressed by charged lepton tagging (requiring a high-

momentum lepton, as would be expected from the semi-

leptonic decay of a B meson) and by exploiting the more

jetlike topology of the q �q or �þ�� events compared to the

isotropic B �B decays.

The continuum MC simulation does not adequately

model the actual continuum background, primarily

because it omits QED and two-photon processes. Hence

the continuum background is estimated with off-resonance

data (Sec. V), which limits the statistical precision of the

signal yield measurement. However, the continuum simu-

lation is used to optimize some of the event-selection

criteria (which must be done without reference to actual

data). After preliminary event selection, which reduces the

unmodeled backgrounds, a simple scaling of the contin-

uum MC predictions adequately models the event yield

distributions relevant for optimization.

The lepton tagging and event topology criteria do not

substantially reduce the B �B background relative to the

signal, as these processes have similar characteristics.

The remaining B �B background is estimated using MC

simulation. There are several different B-meson decays

that contribute. Section VI describes how each significant

component is compared to an independent data control

sample and weighted to replicate those data. The uncer-

tainty in these weighting procedures is the dominant source

of systematic uncertainty.

After the event selection, the continuum and reweighted

B �B backgrounds are subtracted from the on-resonance data

sample, resulting in the raw B ! Xsþd� photon spectrum

(Sec. VII). The analysis was done ‘‘blind’’ in the range of

reconstructed photon energy E�
� from 1.8 to 2.9 GeV; that

is, the data were not looked at until all selection require-

ments were set and the corrected backgrounds determined.

The choice of signal range is limited by high B �B back-

grounds at low E�
�. The regions 1:53< E�

� < 1:8 GeV and

2:9< E�
� < 3:5 GeV are dominated by B �B and continuum

backgrounds, respectively. They provide control regions to

validate the background estimation for the signal region.

The raw spectrum is used to extract the direct CP
asymmetry (Sec. IX) and the partial branching fraction

for 1:8< E� < 2:8 GeV (Sec. X). Finally, in Sec. XI the

effects of detector resolution and Doppler smearing are

unfolded in order to measure the shape of the photon

energy spectrum in the B-meson rest frame.

IV. EVENT SELECTION

The event selection was developed using MC samples of

signal and background events. The model used for signal

simulation, as defined in Sec. II, is based on a KN spectrum

with mb ¼ 4:65 GeV=c2.

A. Selection of hadronic events

For each event, the analysis considers good-quality

reconstructed tracks, which have momenta transverse to

the beam direction of at least 0:1 GeV=c and originate

from the vicinity of the interaction point (point of closest

approach within 10 cm along the beam axis and 1.5 cm in

the transverse plane), and EMC clusters of at least 30 MeV

in the laboratory frame. Hadronic events are selected by

requiring at least three reconstructed charged particles and

the normalized second Fox-Wolfram moment [50] R�
2 to be

less than 0.90. To reduce radiative Bhabha and two-photon

backgrounds, the number of charged particles plus half the

number of photons with laboratory-frame energy above

0.08 GeV is required to be greater than 4.5.

B. Requirements on the high-energy photon

The photon selection requires at least one photon can-

didate with 1:53< E�
� < 3:5 GeV in the event. A photon

candidate is a neutral EMC energy cluster with a lateral

moment consistent with that of a single photon [51]. The

latter requirement rejects most background from neutral

hadrons, which at these energies is dominated by antineu-

trons that annihilate in the EMC. The photon location is

assigned at a depth of 12.5 cm in the EMC, where it is

required to be isolated by 25 cm from any other energy

deposit (the lateral dimensions of the crystals are approxi-

mately 5 cm by 5 cm). The cluster must also be well

contained in the calorimeter (� 0:74< cos�� < 0:94,

where �� is the laboratory-frame polar angle with respect
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to the direction of the electron beam). A likelihood variable

ðL�0Þ based on the energy profile of the EMC cluster is

used to suppress the contribution of �0’s in which the two

daughter photons are not resolved. The requirement on L�0

retains essentially all isolated high-energy photons. These

photon quality criteria are determined from studies of

photons in ��� events and of �p’s (p’s) from �� (�)

decays. (Antiprotons are used to estimate the detector

response to background antineutrons.)

High-energy photons that are consistent with originating

from �0 ! �� or � ! �� decays are vetoed if the other

�0 or � daughter is found. For the �0ð�Þ veto, combina-

tions are formed of the high-energy photon with all other

photon candidates that have laboratory-frame energy

greater than 30 (230) MeV; it is required that the invariant

mass not lie within a window around the nominal �0ð�Þ
mass, 115ð508Þ<m�� < 155ð588Þ MeV=c2.

The simulated distributions of signal and background at

this stage of the event selection are shown in Fig. 2(a). The

cumulative signal efficiency up to this point is approxi-

mately 50%, while 1.6% of continuum and 0.4% of B �B
backgrounds are retained. The remaining continuum back-

ground arises predominantly from unvetoed �0 and �
decays, or initial-state radiation in q �q events. The B �B
background is also dominated by unvetoed decays of

�0ð�Þ from B ! X�0ð�Þ but also has a significant contri-

bution from misidentified electrons, and smaller compo-

nents from antineutrons and radiative ! and �0 decays.

C. Lepton tagging

About 20% ofBmesons decay semileptonically to either

an electron or muon, predominantly via B ! Xc‘�. An
additional 4% of B decays result in an electron or muon via

B ! Xc��. Since the tagging lepton comes from the

recoiling B meson, this requirement does not compromise

the inclusiveness of the B ! Xs� selection.

Electrons are identified with a likelihood algorithm

that incorporates properties of the deposited energy

and shower shapes of the EMC clusters, the Cherenkov

angles associated with the charged particle passing

through the DIRC, and the dE=dx energy loss of the

track. Muons are identified using a neural-network

selector containing variables that discriminate between

muons and electrons, primarily through differences in

EMC energy deposition, and those which discriminate

between muons and hadrons, mainly through differences

in IFR signatures.

The left plots of Fig. 3 show that leptons from hadronic

decays in continuum events tend to be at lower momentum.

Hence the tagging lepton is required to have momentum

p�
e;� > 1:05 GeV=c. As seen in the right plots of Fig. 3,

additionally requiring the cosine of the CM-frame angle

between the lepton and the high-energy photon cos���‘ >
�0:7 removes more continuum background, in which the

lepton and photon candidates tend to be back to back. The

peak at cos���‘ � 1:0 for electrons in continuum events

arises predominantly from �0ð�Þ ! �� decays in which

one photon satisfies the high-energy photon requirements

and the other converts to an eþe� pair. The peaks at

cos���‘ � �1:0 for the B �B background arise from B decays

in which the photon and lepton come from the same B. A
similar smaller peak for muon tags in signal events is due

to pions faking the muon signature. These tag selection

requirements are designed as a loose preselection; a more

stringent tag discrimination is achieved by the multivariate

selectors described in Sec. IVD.

The presence of a relatively high-energy neutrino in

semileptonic B decays is exploited by requiring the miss-

ing energy of the event (E�
miss) to be greater than 0.7 GeV.

The lepton-tag requirements retain approximately 12% of

signal and B �B background events after the photon selec-

tion, while retaining only 2.2% of continuum backgrounds.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Estimated signal and background yields vs photon energy in the CM frame based on MC simulation, at two

stages of the event selection: (a) after requiring an unvetoed high-energy photon (logarithmic scale); (b) after all selection requirements

(linear scale). The three contributions are shown cumulatively. The signal distribution is for a KN model with mb ¼ 4:65 GeV=c2,
while the continuum distribution has been scaled as described in Sec. III.
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D. Event topology requirement

As the continuum backgrounds are different for electron

and muon tags, each sample is divided according to the tag.

For each lepton type the continuum backgrounds are then

further suppressed by combining the p�
e;� and cos���‘ for

the leptons with event topology variables into a neural-

network (NN) discriminant.

Several alternative choices of input variables were con-

sidered. For each alternative, the electron and muon NN’s

are trained, and the requirements on their output parameter

optimized (see below). The choice of variables is designed

to minimize the total error on the branching fraction and

spectral moment measurements, based on combining in

quadrature preliminary estimates of statistical, systematic,

and model-dependence errors. The latter refers to a varia-

tion of the event-selection efficiency with the choice of MC

spectrum (‘‘model’’ in the sense of Sec. II) used to compute

it. It arises primarily from the increase in efficiency as a

function of E�
�; the stronger this trend, the larger the

model-dependence uncertainty. The selection strategy

aims for best signal precision, while minimizing the de-

pendence of efficiency on E�
�. Since the backgrounds rise

sharply as E�
� decreases, it is impossible to completely

eliminate the E�
� dependence. Of several multivariate dis-

criminants (with different sets of input variables) that were

found to give approximately the same signal precision, the

one resulting in the least E�
� dependence was chosen.

The eight topology variables chosen for the NN include

R0
2=R

�
2, where R0

2 is the normalized second Fox-Wolfram

moment calculated in the frame recoiling against the

photon, which for ISR events is the q �q rest frame. Also

included are three momentum-weighted polar angle

moments, Lj=L0, j ¼ 1, 2, 3, where

Lj ¼
X

i

jpijj cos�ijj: (3)

Here pi and cos�i are the momentum and angle, respec-

tively, of the ith reconstructed particle with respect to the

high-energy photon axis in the recoil frame. Summation

over i includes every reconstructed charged and neutral
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FIG. 3 (color online). Lepton distributions from MC simulation, after the photon selection requirements but before applying lepton-

tag and NN criteria. Plots (a) and (b) are for electron tags, plots (c) and (d) for muon tags. Plots (a) and (c) show the CM-frame

momentum distributions, with vertical lines indicating the minimum selection requirements. Plots (b) and (d) show the cosine of the

CM angle between the lepton and the high-energy photon, after applying the momentum criteria; the vertical lines show the minimum

requirement on this quantity. The signal (black dots) is from a KN model with mb ¼ 4:65 GeV=c2. The B �B background (solid blue

histogram) and continuum background (dashed red) are from the MC simulations. Each distribution is separately normalized to best

illustrate its behavior.
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particle except the high-energy photon. The last four to-

pology variables are derived from the eigenvalues

ð	1; 	2; 	3Þ and eigenvectors of the momentum tensor [52]

Pnm ¼
P

i p
n
i p

m
i =jpij

P

i jpij
; (4)

where pn
i is the nth component of the ith reconstructed

particle’s 3-momentum in the recoil frame. The high-

energy photon candidate is excluded. The derived quanti-

ties used as NN inputs are

	1d ¼ maxð	1; 	2; 	3Þ ; 	2d ¼ 	1	2 þ 	2	3 þ 	3	1 ;

	3d ¼ 	1	2	3 ; V1d
z ¼ z component of Vmax ;

where Vmax is the eigenvector associated with the largest

eigenvalue and z is the electron beam direction.

The electron and muon NN’s are trained with MC

samples of continuum and signal (KN model with mb ¼
4:65 GeV=c2) events that contain a photon with energy in

the range 1:9< E�
� < 2:7 GeV. The B �B background simu-

lation sample is excluded from the training because this

sample is used for background subtraction and is topologi-

cally very similar to the signal. Training with background

and signal samples normalized to the expected event yields

at this stage of the event selection provides slightly better

statistical precision for signal (see Sec. IVE) than does

training with background and signal samples with the same

normalization. For a NN with equally normalized training

samples, the NN output distributions would peak toward

0 and 1, respectively, for backgroundlike and signallike

events. Neural network training based on expected event

yields, however, produces output distributions that are

qualitatively different, as demonstrated in Fig. 4, which

shows the output distributions for signal and continuum

events, separated according to lepton tag. Events with an

electron (muon) tag are required to have a NN output

greater than 0.53 (0.47). This selection accepts 42% of

signal events (1:8<E�
� < 2:8 GeV) that have passed the

photon and lepton selection requirements while retaining

1.7% of continuum and 27% of B �B background. Events

with more than one photon candidate after the NN require-

ment are discarded (0.16% of signal events).

E. Optimization of the event selection

The optimization for the selection criteria was per-

formed iteratively on five variables: the two NN outputs

(Sec. IVD), the minimum energy of the lower energy

photon in the �0 and � vetoes (Sec. IVB), and the missing

energy (Sec. IVC). The figure of merit (FOM) is the

anticipated ratio of the signal yield to its statistical uncer-

tainty for E�
� between 1.8 and 2.8 GeV, taking into account

the limited size of the off-resonance sample used for con-

tinuum subtraction:

Statistical FOM ¼ S
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Sþ Bþ ðC=foffÞ
p : (5)

Here S, B, and C are the estimated yields in the

on-resonance data of signal, B �B background, and

continuum background events, respectively (after event

selection), based on MC simulation, and foff is the fra-

ction of total luminosity accumulated off resonance,

Loff=ðLonþLoffÞ¼0:0949.
The selection criterion for each of the five variables was

optimized in turn, while holding the criteria for the others

fixed, and the process repeated until a stable optimal

selection was found.

F. Overall signal efficiency

The probability that a signal event is observed and

survives the event-selection process is approximately

2.5%, while only 0.0005% of the continuum and 0.013%

of the B �B backgrounds remain in the sample. Figure 2(b)

shows the expected signal and background distributions

after all selection criteria.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The distribution of the NN output, from MC simulation after the photon selection and lepton-tag requirements,

for (a) electron-tagged events and (b) muon-tagged events. The vertical lines show the minimum requirement on this quantity. The

signal is from a KN model with mb ¼ 4:65 GeV=c2. The continuum is from the MC simulation. Normalizations are arbitrary.
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The photon spectrum is measured in bins of recon-

structed E�
�. Hence the signal efficiency is presented here

in terms of that quantity. The selection efficiency for MC

signal events, i.e., the fraction of the events in a given range

of E�
� that survive all the selection criteria described above,

is calculated in 100-MeV bins of reconstructed E�
� and also

for wide ranges (such as 1.8–2.8 GeV). The overall signal

efficiency also includes an acceptance component, the

probability for the photon to enter the fiducial region of

the EMC. This is available only as a function of true E�
�

(the photon energy before resolution smearing), since

reconstructed E�
� is defined only for accepted photons.

However, because the variation of the acceptance effi-

ciency is weak, it can be combined with the selection

efficiency to provide an overall efficiency in bins or ranges

of reconstructed E�
�. Figure 5 shows the result.

V. CONTINUUM BACKGROUNDS

The continuum background is estimated using off-

resonance data scaled according to the ratio of the lumi-

nosity times the eþe� ! q �q cross section for the on- and

off-resonance data sets. Since continuum data are collected

40 MeV below the �ð4SÞ resonance, the center-of-mass

energy is 0.4% lower than the center-of-mass energies for a

typical B �B event. In order to account for this difference, the

energy of a high-energy photon candidate in off-resonance

data is scaled by m�ð4SÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

soff
p

, where m�ð4SÞ and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

soff
p

are

the mass of the �ð4SÞ system and the center-of-mass

energy of the off-resonance data event, respectively.

VI. B �B BACKGROUNDS

A. Overview

The background from nonsignal B �B events arises either

from real photons from the decays of low-mass mesons

(with �0 and � responsible for most of the background) or

from other particles faking photons.

The B �B background remaining after event selection is

estimated using the MC simulation as an approximate

starting point. Various control samples are then used to

correct most of the significant components of this back-

ground according to data/MC yield ratios measured as a

function of appropriate kinematic variables. The correc-

tions are applied in 100-MeV bins of E�
�. The uncertainties

of these factors (along with small uncertainties from MC

statistics) constitute the B �B systematic errors. These can

be highly correlated between E�
� bins. The remainder of

Sec. VI details the individual corrections, as well as a more

global correction to the lepton-tagging efficiency.

The event simulation tells us the true (generated)

particle that most closely corresponds to the reconstructed

high-energy photon candidate. This allows the categoriza-

tion of selected events according to the origin of that

candidate. Table I lists the MC fractions by category and

the corresponding correction factors averaged over two

broad E�
� intervals, covering the B �B control region and

the signal region.

B. �0 and � corrections

About 80% of MC-predicted B �B background in the

signal region arises from B ! X�0ð�Þ with �0ð�Þ !
��. This contribution is dominated by highly asymmetric

�0ð�Þ decays, in which a second photon has much lower

energy than the selected high-energy photon. To correct

MC predictions for these inclusive B decays in the phase

space region selected for the B ! Xs� analysis, inclusive

�0 and � samples are defined by applying the same selec-

tion criteria but omitting the �0 and � vetoes. To enhance

statistics for these studies the minimum requirement on E�
�

is relaxed from 1.53 to 1.03 GeV, and for �’s the minimum

laboratory-frame energy for the low-energy photon is

relaxed from 230 to 75 MeV.

1. Scaling of MC �0 and � yields to data

The yields of �0ð�Þ are measured in bins of E�
�0ð�Þ by

fitting the distributions of �� mass (m) in simulated B �B
background, on-resonance data and off-resonance data.

The signal shape for �0 is the sum of two Gaussian

functions (G1 and G2) with different means (�1 and �2)

and rms widths (
1 and
2) plus a low-mass power-law tail

(parameters p and 	):

fðmÞ ¼
8

<

:

A½f1G1ðmÞ þ ð1� f1ÞG2ðmÞ� m � m0

B½ðp
1=	Þ=ðm0 �mþ p
1=	Þ�p m<m0;

(6)

where m0 � ð�1 � 	
1Þ, A, and f1 govern the normal-

izations of the two Gaussian functions, and B is set by

requiring continuity atm ¼ m0. The signal shape for � is a
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single Gaussian with two such power-law tails with sepa-

rate parameters.

The fit is carried out in several stages. First, a signal shape

is determined for B �BMC events in which the reconstructed

�� pair derive from a true �0 or �. For purposes of this
study, these events are termed ‘‘signal.’’ Next, for both MC

and on-resonance data events, the mass spectrum of all ��
pairs that include the high-energy photon is fit in the �0ð�Þ
mass region to signal plus a background shape, with some

signal tail parameters fixed to their values from the signal-

only fit. This procedure is validated by comparing the

extracted signal yields from this MC fit to those of true

signal: averaging the absolute values of the differences over

energy bins, the agreement is 1.3% of the yield for �0 and

2.1% for �. The fits to on-resonance data are shown in

Figs. 6 and 7. Finally, the off-resonance data are fit with

all signal shape parameters fixed to their on-resonance fit

values, with only the signal yield and background parame-

ters left free. Then, in each E�
�0ð�Þ bin, the �

0ð�Þ correction
factor is the ratio of the on-resonance minus luminosity-

weighted off-resonance �0ð�Þ yield to the luminosity-

weighted MC �0ð�Þ yield. Systematic uncertainties from

the fit are found by individually varying the fixed parameters

in the on-resonance data fits, and also allowing for the MC

fit-validation checks. The resulting correction factors and

their uncertainties are shown in Tables II and III.

Correction factors to the B �BMC predictions in 100-MeV

bins of E�
�, along with their uncertainties and correlations,

are determined by applying the above factors event by event

to MC events passing the B ! Xs� selection criteria.

2. Additional corrections for low-energy photon efficiency

While the procedure described above accounts for data-

MC differences in the produced �0 and � yields after the

full selection, including the efficiencies for lepton tagging

and for detecting the high-energy photon, it does not

properly account for data-MC differences in the detection

efficiency for the low-energy photon from a �0 or � decay.

This is because the fits to the samples studied above count

events in which that photon is detected and forms a �� pair

in the�0ð�Þmass peak, whereas in the B ! Xs� analysis a

B ! X�0ð�Þ background event is accepted if the low-

energy photon is not found (or forms a reconstructed ��
pair mass outside the veto window). Thus the procedure

corrects in the wrong direction for data-MC differences in

low-energy photon detection efficiency.

Correcting for low-energy photon efficiency is another

multistep process. First, BABAR measurements of �0 de-

tection efficiency are taken from studies of the initial-state

radiation (ISR) process eþe� ! !� with ! ! �þ���0.

Here the precise knowledge of the beam energies and the

measured charged pions and high-energy ISR photon allow

TABLE I. The B �B background composition after all selection cuts, according to the BABAR

Monte Carlo simulation and the correction factors determined for each component. Classification

is according to the trueMCparticle associatedwith the high-energy photon and to the true parent of

that particle. The ‘‘B’’ category under ‘‘Parent’’ corresponds to high-energy photons from final-

state radiation. The ‘‘Other’’ category consists of hadrons other than �n’s. The ‘‘None’’ category
consists of backgrounds unassociated with the primary event, mostly from out-of-time Bhabha-

scattering events; such ‘‘photons’’ appear in the simulation via the beam-background mixing

described in Sec. II. While all numbers are actually computed and applied in 100-MeV bins ofE�
�,

they are illustrated here for the overall signal region (1.80–2.80 GeV) and B �B control region

(1.53–1.80GeV). The ‘‘Subsection’’ column refers towhere each correction is discussed.Note that

the �0 and � correction factors implicitly include the tagging efficiency correction described in

Sec. VIH; this tagging correction is not included elsewhere in the table.

MC category 1.53–1.8 GeV 1.8–2.8 GeV

Particle Parent MC fraction Corr. factor MC fraction Corr. factor Subsection

Photon �0 0.5390 1.05 0.6127 1.09 VI B

� 0.2062 0.79 0.1919 0.75 VI B

! 0.0386 0.80 0.0270 0.80 VI C

�0 0.0112 0.52 0.0082 1.13 VI C

B 0.0362 1.00 0.0194 1.00 VI F

J=c 0.0061 1.00 0.0071 1.00 VIH

e� 0.0967 1.07 0.0619 1.07 VID

Other 0.0035 1.00 0.0032 1.00 VIH

Total 0.9375 	 	 	 0.9315 	 	 	
e� Any 0.0411 1.65 0.0333 1.68 VID

�n Any 0.0170 0.35 0.0243 0.15 VI E

Other Any 0.0029 1.00 0.0028 1.00 VIH

None 0.0015 1.00 0.0079 1.00
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the four-momentum of the�0 to be predicted. The measured

efficiency difference between data and MC events is

adjusted to match the �0 CM-frame momentum distribu-

tions for B ! X�0 background in the B ! Xs� analysis

and for the inclusive-�0 studies described in Sec. VIB 1.

The result is a data-MC fractional efficiency difference of

ð�4:1� 0:7Þ% for the B ! Xs� selection and ð�3:5�
0:6Þ% in the inclusive �0 studies. Part of these data-MC

efficiency differences are accounted for by a data-MC dif-

ference of ð�1:15� 0:65Þ% measured for the high-energy

photon, as detailed in Sec. XA1 below. Subtracting this and

combining the errors in quadrature leaves ð�2:95�0:95Þ%
(B!Xs� selection) and ð�2:35� 0:9Þ% (B ! X�0 selec-

tion) as due to the low-energy photon.

Finally, the B ! X�0 samples are used to separately

study the roughly 25% of low-energy photons in the current

measurements that have laboratory-frame energies below

80 MeV. This is necessary because, in order to suppress

backgrounds, the ISR analysis effectively covers cosines of

the �0 helicity angle (which equals the decay energy

asymmetry) only up to about 0.9. Because of this, low-

energy photons below� 80 MeV are not adequately repre-

sented in the ISR analysis. The data/MC ratios forB ! X�0

samples are sensitive to branching fractions and detection

efficiencies for high-energy and low-energy photons. These

ratios in�0 energy bins can be used to determine the relative

efficiency corrections for low-energy photons below

80 MeV compared to those above 80 MeV, since both sets

of low-energy photons derive from �0 mesons with the

same kinematic properties, and the accompanying high-

energy photons hardly differ. This is accomplished by sepa-

rately applying the �0 mass-spectrum fitting technique for

�0 mass combinations involving low-energy photons in

these two regions. An additional data-MC fractional effi-

ciency correction of ð�3:6� 1:1Þ% is derived for only

those decays involving these photons below 80 MeV.

There is no corresponding effect for �’s, where the mini-

mum photon energy is always at least 75 MeV.

To determine the effect of these low-energy-photon

efficiency differences on the analysis, the B �B simulation
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FIG. 6 (color online). Fits to spectra of �� combinations per interval of �� mass for �0 on-resonance data, in bins of E�
�0 : (a) 1.4–

1.6 GeV, (b) 1.6–1.8 GeV, (c) 1.8–2.0 GeV, (d) 2.0–2.2 GeV, (e) 2.2–2.4 GeV, and (f) 2.4–3.0 GeV. For each bin, the top plot shows the

data (points), the total fit (upper curve), and the signal component of the fit (lower curve); the bottom plot shows the residuals, defined

as ðdata� fitÞ=ðdata uncertaintyÞ. For the first few bins the signal shape does not precisely reproduce the center of the peak; an effect

also seen in fits to MC �0 signal only, but this does not affect the integrated signal yield.
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is rerun with the specified fractions of low-energy photons

from �0ð�Þ decays discarded. The result is an additional

factor of 1:105� 0:029 for the �0 component of B �B
background in the B ! Xs� analysis, and 1:041� 0:015
for the � component. The �0 and � errors are mostly

correlated. These factors multiply those obtained from

the inclusive �0ð�Þ data/MC yield comparisons.

C. Other meson decays

Radiative decays of inclusively produced ! (in the �0�
mode) and �0 (in various decay modes) can lead to high-

energy photons not already accounted for among the inclu-

sive�0’s. As seen in Table I, these contribute several percent

of the simulated B �B background. We have studied inclusive

! and �0 production in�ð4SÞ events. Correction factors are
determined in bins of CM-frame meson momentum (p�

! or

p�
�0) as the ratios ofmeasured inclusive branching fractions to

the values used in theMC simulation for the current analysis.

The ! measurements cover the p�
! range from 0 to

2:25 GeV=c in 0:25 GeV=c bins. Correction factors range

from 0.7 to 1.3, with uncertainties averaging 0.17.

Results for �0 are divided into two regions of reduced

momentum, x�0 ¼p�
�0=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E�2
beam�m2

�0

q

. For 0:39<x�0 <

0:52, direct B ! X�0 decays are dominant, and the correc-

tion factor is 1:86� 0:61. For 0:10< x�0 < 0:39, decays

via an intermediate charm-meson state are dominant, and

the correction factor is 0:35� 0:19. The first range is most

important in the signal region for B ! Xs�, while the

second range is most important in the B �B control region.

Both ! and �0 corrections are applied event by event in

the B �B simulation in order to obtain correction factors in

E�
� bins.

D. Electron backgrounds

Electrons and positrons contribute to the photon

background in two ways (see Table I). First, there are

events in which the reconstructed photon is from hard

bremsstrahlung from an e� interacting with the material

in the inner portion of the BABAR detector (beam pipe,

SVT, and material between the SVT and the active area of

the DCH). Second, there are events in which the recon-

structed photon is faked by an electron due to a failure to
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FIG. 7 (color online). Fits to spectra of �� combinations per interval of �� mass for � on-resonance data, in bins of E�
�: (a) 1.5–

1.7GeV, (b) 1.7–1.9GeV, (c) 1.9–2.2GeV, and (d) 2.2–2.6GeV. For each bin, the top plot shows the data (points), the total fit (upper curve),

and the signal component of the fit (lower curve); the bottom plot shows the residuals, defined as ðdata� fitÞ=ðdata uncertaintyÞ.
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reconstruct a track or to match a track to the calorimeter

energy deposit. The primary source of the e� in both of

these categories is semileptonic B decay.

The bremsstrahlung process is reliably simulated by

GEANT4, so there is no correction to the simulation for

this background. But a 3% systematic error is assigned

based on the precision with which the amount of detector

material has been measured.

The misreconstructed electron background is measured

using a tag and probe method with B ! XJ=c ðJ=c !
eþe�Þ data. This sample closely models the particle multi-

plicity in B ! Xs� events. The J=c in this decay mode is

normally reconstructed by requiring two electrons with

tracks associated with EMC clusters. If the track is mis-

reconstructed there will still be a cluster but without an

associated track. In this case the J=c is reconstructed from

this unassociated cluster along with the other electron,

which has a track matched to a cluster. Because either of

the two leptons could have a misreconstructed track, the

track inefficiency may be measured as

1� � ¼ NðJ=c ðeClus; eTrkÞÞ
2NðJ=c ðeTrk; eTrkÞÞ þ NðJ=c ðeClus; eTrkÞÞ ;

(7)

where NðJ=c ðeClus; eTrkÞÞ and NðJ=c ðeTrk; eTrkÞÞ are

the numbers of J=c ! eþe� events with one and two

reconstructed tracks, respectively. These yields are

extracted from fits to distributions of eþe� invariant

mass, computed from the four-momenta of the track found

for one lepton (the ‘‘tag’’) and the EMC cluster for the

other. The value of 1� � is compared between data and

MC samples to derive a correction factor for the

simulation. There is a large combinatoric background in

the one-track (eClus, eTrk) sample due to actual photons.

However, when an electron track has been misrecon-

structed there are still a number of DCH hits around the

trajectory from the vertex to the EMC cluster. The back-

ground is significantly reduced by requiring a minimum

number of 20 hits in a road of 1-cm radius around

this trajectory.

Figure 8 shows an example of fits to the eþe� mass

combinations corresponding to the numerator and denomi-

nator of Eq. (7) for data and MC simulation. The mass is

computed from the track associated with a tag lepton and the

EMC cluster associated with the other lepton; hence (eTrk,

eTrk) combinations are entered twice, with different masses,

once for each tag. The simulation underestimates the fraction

ofmisreconstructed tracks by a factor of 1:57� 0:27ðstatÞ �
0:22ðsystÞ, where ‘‘stat’’ and ‘‘syst’’ denote the statistical and
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The systematic error

comes predominantly from uncertainties in the line shape

assumed in the invariant mass fit and from varying the

requirements on the road width and the number of DCH

hits. Consequently, the MC estimate of the B �B background

toB ! Xs� frommisreconstructed electrons is increased by

a factor of 1:57� 0:35.

E. Antineutrons

The only significant hadron background to high-energy

photons is from antineutrons, which have a neutral sig-

nature and can, by annihilating in or just before the

EMC, deposit a large amount of energy. A large fraction

of such background is removed by the requirement on

maximum lateral moment (Sec. IVB). There are two

sources of potential bias in the predicted yield: the inclu-

sive B ! X �n branching fraction and �n momentum spec-

trum in the event simulation, and the GEANT4 simulation

of the deposited energy and its distribution in the EMC.

Because it is not possible to identify or measure the

four-momentum of an �n in the BABAR detector, there

are no control samples of �n’s available to study these

effects. Hence estimates of their size have been based

on comparison of data to simulated events involving B
decays to �p’s.
The inclusive �n production spectrum in the B �B simula-

tion is corrected by the ratio of a measured inclusive �p
spectrum to its corresponding simulation. Correction

factors are applied as a function of CM-frame antibaryon

momentum. They are close to 1.0 at momenta above

about 0:9 GeV=c, increasing to 2.0 for momenta from

0:5 GeV=c down to the lowest measured momentum of

about 0:3 GeV=c. Uncertainties are typically 8% to 12%.

Below 0:3 GeV=c, a factor of 2.0 is assigned, with a larger
uncertainty. In addition, while the production of �p and �n
from direct B decays is related via isospin conservation,

many of the antibaryons arise from decays of�’s or hyper-

ons, which would require separate correction factors.

TABLE III. The � correction factors from ratios of data to MC

fitted yields. The first and second sets of uncertainties are

statistical and systematic, respectively.

� CM energy (GeV) Correction factor

1.5 to 1.7 0:948� 0:029� 0:034

1.7 to 1.9 0:744� 0:026� 0:029

1.9 to 2.2 0:654� 0:024� 0:017

2.2 to 2.6 0:864� 0:049� 0:027

TABLE II. The �0 correction factors from ratios of data to MC

fitted yields. The first and second sets of uncertainties are

statistical and systematic, respectively.

�0 CM energy (GeV) Correction factor

1.4 to 1.6 0:959� 0:006� 0:013

1.6 to 1.8 0:933� 0:009� 0:012

1.8 to 2.0 0:990� 0:012� 0:031

2.0 to 2.2 0:992� 0:016� 0:013

2.2 to 2.4 0:899� 0:035� 0:018

2.4 to 3.0 1:489� 0:259� 0:076
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An additional uncertainty of 3% accounts for differences in

fractions of direct B vs � vs hyperon parentage of �n and �p.

Control samples of �p’s from the decay of ��’s are used to

compare data and MC EMC response to �p’s as a function
of laboratory-frame �pmomentum.Most �p’s are rejected by
imposing the same upper limit on the lateral moment of

their EMC energy deposition pattern as used in the B !
Xs� photon selection. Correction factors are determined in

bins of laboratory-frame momentum p �p vs xEMC, where

xEMC � EEMC
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p2
�p þm2

p

q

þmp

(8)

is that fraction of the total energy from annihilation on a

nucleon that is deposited in the EMC. Corrections are

computed as the ratio of data to MC probability distribu-

tion functions (PDFs) for xEMC > 0:5, the only region that

can yield an apparent E�
� above 1.53 GeV. The primary

data-MC differences result from the larger average lateral

moment in data, an effect accentuated by restricting the

lateral moment to low (photonlike) values. Hence the data

have a considerably smaller proportion of �p’s satisfying

the selection than is the case for MC events. This inaccur-

acy of the simulation, and to a lesser extent an overestimate

of the energy deposit itself, increases with increasing xEMC;

hence the data/MC correction factor becomes small as

xEMC increases.

Figure 9 illustrates the �p correction factors in this two-

dimensional space. Note that in inclusive B decays there

are relatively few antibaryons with laboratory-frame mo-

mentum above 1:5 GeV=c.
There are several difficulties in applying these results to

antineutrons. First, because of energy loss in the beam pipe

and inner detector components, �p’s do not provide useful
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FIG. 8 (color online). Invariant eþe� mass distributions for J=c ! eþe� electron-inefficiency studies. Plots (a) and (b) are for MC

samples; plots (c) and (d) are for data samples. Plots (a) and (c) includes all (eClus, eTrk) and (eTrk, eTrk) pairs, while plots (b) and

(d) include only the (eClus, eTrk) pairs. Dotted, dashed, and solid curves show, respectively, the J=c signal and background

components of each fit, and their sum. The numbers of fitted J=c signal events are 156327� 550, 313� 27, 35825� 281, and
109� 18 for plots (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively.
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energy-deposit information for laboratory-frame momenta

below 0:5 GeV=c, whereas one-third of �n’s from B decay

have momenta below 0:5 GeV=c. A constant extrapolation

of correction factors to lower momenta is assumed, with a

systematic uncertainty set by including an additional factor

of 1=2. Second, �p’s enter the EMC crystals at a larger angle

of incidence than do �n’s, because of the magnetic field,

resulting in a larger lateral moment for �p’s with pT <
0:7 GeV=c than for �n’s. A systematic uncertainty is

assigned by increasing correction factors with laboratory

p �p in this region to their values at just-higher, unaffected,

p �p. Third, because of a mistake in the version of GEANT4

implemented in BABAR, simulated �p’s that stop before

annihilating do not then annihilate. This has been dealt

with by increasing the MC PDFs (decreasing the correction

factors) according to the fraction of �p’s that annihilate for a
given momentum. Half of this correction is adopted as its

systematic uncertainty.

Correction factors to the simulated �n background in E�
�

bins are computed by applying event-by-event corrections

for both the branching fraction and the EMC response.

Systematic uncertainties are obtained by redoing this for

each of the systematic changes outlined above. The result-

ing correction factors vary from about 0.4 to 0.04 as E�
�

increases from 1.53 to 2.8 GeV, with uncertainties ranging

from 1=4 to 1=2 of the correction factors.

F. Final-state radiation

Final-state radiation, most importantly from leptons, is

incorporated into the B �B background simulation with

PHOTOS [53]. The contribution is labeled as having B
parentage in Table I. No correction is applied for this small

component. Radiation from light quarks during the hadro-

nization process is not incorporated into the simulation.

However, this contribution was computed for the previous

B ! Xs� analysis [42], where a photon spectrum based on

the calculation in Ref. [54] was passed through the detector

simulation and selection criteria. This contribution was

found to be less than 0.3%.

G. Semileptonic branching fraction

The dominant source of tagging leptons above the mini-

mum required momenta (Sec. IVC) in both signal and B �B
background events, and also of electrons that fake high-

energy photons (Table I) is the semileptonic decay of B
mesons. The MC simulation models B semileptonic decays

as a sum of exclusive processes. But this sum does not

accurately reproduce inclusive measurements of semilep-

tonic decays [55]. A BABAR inclusive electron measure-

ment [56,57] is used to renormalize the simulated

branching fractions as a function of CM-frame lepton

momentum p�
‘ : Figure 10 shows the data and MC points

and their ratio. Correction factors are applied based on the

polynomial fit. For most leptons relevant to this analysis

the correction is larger than unity.

This correction enters in two places in the analysis. First,

it affects tagging efficiency. By integrating over all lepton

tags in events passing selection criteria, a correction factor

of 1:047� 0:013 is obtained for B ! Xs� signal events,

while for the B �B MC sample the factor is 1:051� 0:013.
This correction is independent of E�

�. However, the proce-

dure for normalizing the�0 and� background components

to data implicitly takes this into account. Hence the cor-

rection is applied only to other B �B components. (However,

the corrections given in Table I for these components are

derived before applying this additional semileptonic

correction.)

In addition to its effect on lepton tagging, the semi-

leptonic correction affects the two backgrounds in which

an e� fakes a high-energy photon. The corrections (which

are included in Table I along with the e� corrections

described in Sec. VID) depend upon E�
�; their average

value for both backgrounds is 1:058� 0:013.
The two effects are taken to be fully correlated in

computing their contribution to the overall B �B yield

uncertainty.
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FIG. 10 (color online). B-meson semileptonic partial branch-

ing fraction vs CM-frame lepton momentum, averaged over B
charge states. Top: BABAR measurement [57] (filled black

circles) and values in the B �B MC simulation (open circles).

Bottom: data/MC ratios, and results of a second-order polyno-

mial fit from 1.0 to 2.2 GeV. The dashed curves show the 1

error band.
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H. Overall B �B corrections

The above subsections describe corrections for the

B �B components corresponding to all but a few percent of

the predicted makeup of the B �B background, as summa-

rized in Table I. Several other small categories (e.g.,

‘‘J=c ’’ and ‘‘Other’’) are left as predicted. Finally, several

small corrections computed in the context of signal effi-

ciency are also applicable to B �B backgrounds: a high-

energy photon efficiency correction of 0:9885� 0:0065
(Sec. XA1), and a correction of 0:989� 0:004 for lepton

identification efficiency in a multiparticle environment

(Sec. XA 3). Like the semileptonic tag correction, these

need only be applied to the 20%–25% of B backgrounds

other than �0 or �, and hence are small effects. More

significant is a global factor of 0:991� 0:004 from

different probabilities between MC and data events of

the �0 veto being activated by a background photon.

Uncertainties also include a small contribution from

B �B MC statistics.

The B �B corrections described above are applied to each

component and for each 100 MeV bin of E�
�. Correlations

between bins, due both to E�
�-independent corrections and

to corrections dependent upon parent energies, are tracked,

resulting in a table of corrected B �B yields and a correlation

matrix. This information is used to compute the results

presented in the next section. The largest systematic uncer-

tainties on the B �B yields are those due to the low-energy

photon correction to the �0 and � components, with

uncertainties in the no-track electron component and the

�0 inclusive spectrum next most significant.

VII. SIGNAL YIELDS AND VALIDATION OF

BACKGROUND ESTIMATION

Figure 11 shows the photon energy spectrum in data

after background subtraction. Table IV gives the signal

yields and background estimations in bins of E�
�.

The bin-to-bin correlations between the errors on the signal

yields are given in Table V. The continuum background is

estimated with off-resonance data, while the B �B back-

ground is estimated from MC simulation, with all the

corrections described in Sec. VI applied.

To validate the background estimation, two control

regions are set aside in the photon spectrum. In the

upper control region (2:9< E�
� < 3:5 GeV), the event

yield after subtracting continuum and B �B backgrounds is

�100� 138ðstatÞ � 14ðsystÞ events, where the statistical

uncertainty results from off-resonance subtraction. The

systematic error is from the uncertainty of out-of-time

Bhabha-scattering events in B �B background (see Table I

caption). This subtracted yield is consistent with the ex-

pectation of zero events.

In the lower control region (1:53<E�
� < 1:8 GeV),

there remain 1174� 272ðstatÞ � 828ðsystÞ events after

background subtraction. The errors in the B �B estimates

in these E�
� bins are highly correlated; these correlations

have been included when computing the control region

systematic error. The agreement with zero in this region

is at the 1:4
 level, assuming no signal events. However

this energy region contains a few hundred signal events,

with the exact number depending on the assumed signal

model. For example, using predictions based on the kinetic

and shape function schemes with parameters close to

HFAG’s world average values [25], on average about 275

signal events would be expected in the lower control

region. Allowing for this, the data-background difference

is reduced to the 1:0
 level.

VIII. OBTAINING PHYSICS RESULTS:

AN OVERVIEW

Three physics results are extracted from the measured

signal yield:


 the CP asymmetry, ACP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ,

 the inclusive branching fraction, BðB ! Xs�Þ (for

several wide ranges of true E� in the B-meson rest

frame), and


 the true spectral shape and energy moments for B !
Xs� (in both the CM frame and the B frame).

The presence of new physics beyond the SM can affect the

branching fraction and ACP. The spectral shape, however,

depends only on the dynamics of the b quark within the B
meson; it is independent of any new physics contributions.

Three different approaches are optimal for the three phys-

ics results.

The branching fraction and spectral shape measurements

require corrections for efficiency. The partial branching

fraction for signal in any range of measured photon energy

E�
� is obtained from the signal yield S in that same range by

B ðB ! Xsþd�Þ ¼
1

2NB �B

S

�sig
; (9)
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FIG. 11 (color online). The photon spectrum in 347:1 fb�1 of

data after background subtraction. The inner error bars are

statistical only, while the outer include both statistical and

systematic errors in quadrature.
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TABLE IV. The event yields in bins of E�
�. The continuum background is estimated from off-

resonance data normalized to on-resonance luminosity. The B �B background is estimated using

Monte Carlo simulation, corrected as described in Sec. VI. The extracted signal yield is

computed by subtracting the continuum and B �B backgrounds from the on-resonance data yield.

It is quoted with statistical uncertainties (from on-resonance minus off-resonance subtraction)

and B �B systematics. The last set of rows show yields in wide E�
� bins, taking into account the

correlations of B �B backgrounds between 100-MeV bins.

E�
� (GeV) On-resonance data Continuum background B �B background Signal yield

1.53–1.60 11869� 109 1319� 112 10232� 275 318� 156� 275

1.60–1.70 13531� 116 1327� 113 11497� 316 706� 162� 316

1.70–1.80 10366� 102 1371� 115 8846� 252 150� 153� 252

1.80–1.90 8054� 90 1118� 105 6511� 195 426� 138� 195

1.90–2.00 6083� 78 885� 93 4732� 139 466� 121� 139

2.00–2.10 4429� 67 717� 82 3165� 91 548� 106� 91

2.10–2.20 3124� 56 659� 80 1743� 56 722� 98� 56

2.20–2.30 2465� 50 603� 77 757� 33 1105� 91� 33

2.30–2.40 1977� 45 639� 79 314� 20 1024� 90� 20

2.40–2.50 1712� 41 537� 73 152� 19 1024� 84� 19

2.50–2.60 1225� 35 499� 71 67� 9 659� 79� 9

2.60–2.70 795� 28 328� 55 32� 7 435� 62� 7

2.70–2.80 457� 21 404� 62 18� 3 35� 66� 3

2.80–2.90 410� 20 310� 55 9� 4 91� 59� 4

2.90–3.00 370� 19 292� 52 8� 4 71� 55� 4

3.00–3.10 298� 17 335� 56 6� 3 �44� 59� 3

3.10–3.20 305� 18 396� 61 5� 3 �96� 64� 3

3.20–3.30 279� 17 273� 51 6� 2 0� 54� 2

3.30–3.40 252� 16 318� 56 3� 2 �69� 58� 1

3.40–3.50 222� 15 182� 42 3� 1 38� 44� 1

1.80–2.80 30321� 174 6387� 249 17490� 496 6444� 304� 496

1.90–2.80 22267� 149 5270� 226 10980� 313 6018� 271� 313

2.00–2.80 16184� 127 4385� 206 6248� 187 5551� 242� 187

2.10–2.80 11755� 108 3669� 189 3083� 110 5004� 218� 110

TABLE V. The correlation matrix for the signal yield errors from Table IV in 100-MeV bins of E�
�. Systematic (B �B background) and

statistical contributions are included. Rows and columns are labeled by the value of E�
� at the lower edge of the bin.

E�
� (GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

1.53 1.00 0.75 0.71 0.65 0.58 0.46 0.32 0.16 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00

1.6 1.00 0.74 0.68 0.61 0.48 0.33 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.7 1.00 0.67 0.60 0.47 0.33 0.17 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.8 1.00 0.58 0.46 0.32 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.00

1.9 1.00 0.44 0.31 0.16 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.0 1.00 0.28 0.15 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.1 1.00 0.14 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.2 1.00 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00

2.3 1.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00

2.4 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00

2.5 1.00 0.00 0.00

2.6 1.00 0.00

2.7 1.00
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where �sig is the signal efficiency for that range and NB �B

is the number of B �B events in the on-resonance data set

before event selection. BðB ! Xs�Þ is obtained from

this by removing the small constant fraction contributed

by B ! Xd�. Applying Eq. (9) brings in additional system-

atic uncertainties related to the efficiency and to NB �B. The

inclusive branching fraction and spectral shape measure-

ments are made in terms of reconstructed E�
� in the CM

frame, while theoretical predictions are made for true

photon energy E� in the B frame. These differ due to

resolution and Doppler smearing. The measurements must

be converted to corresponding measurements in terms of

true E�
� or E�, in order to allow for detector-independent

comparisons.

Efficiency factors and also the transformation from one

definition of photon energy to another depend upon the

choice of signal model, i.e., on the values of the HQET

parameters in the kinetic or shape function scheme. HFAG

[25] has extracted world average values of these parame-

ters by combined fits to measurements of B ! Xc‘�
decays and previous B ! Xs� measurements. For the

present inclusive branching fraction measurement, the

range of models considered is based on these HFAG central

values and errors. On the other hand, for the spectrum

measurement such a restriction would prejudice the results;

the range of models considered must instead be driven by

the data. Put another way, for the branching fraction mea-

surement the MC model plays a subsidiary role, used only

to estimate the efficiency and transformation factors, so it

makes sense to use the best available information to con-

strain the model, while for the spectrum the model is itself

the object of the measurement. With these procedures, the

model-dependence uncertainties for both measurements

are small compared to the combined statistical and system-

atic uncertainties.

In Fig. 12 predictions of three models are superimposed

on the measured data. The first resembles the data for

measured E�
� above 1.8 GeV. The second, which has

HQET parameters very close to the HFAG world average

values in the kinetic scheme, is about 1 standard deviation

(‘‘1
’’) below the data in the first few energy bins above

1.8 GeV, where B �B background is large. The third is

somewhat more than 1
 above the data in this region.

Differences between data and a particular model may be

due either to the model being an incorrect description or to

systematic fluctuations in the B �B background contribution.

This recognition is a key element of the approaches used to

measure both the branching fraction (see below) and the

shape of the true energy spectra (Sec. XIA).

Branching fraction results are determined for E�
� >

1:8 GeV. The branching fraction is computed by applying

Eq. (9) to a single wide bin, e.g., 1:8< E�
� < 2:8 GeV,

using the average efficiency �sig computed for an HFAG-

based model. If 1=�sig factors were instead applied in 100-

MeV bins, the smaller values of �sig at low energies (Fig. 5)

would amplify the larger systematic uncertainties on the

event yield in this region as well as any data-model differ-

ences, in effect translating possible background fluctua-

tions into a larger branching fraction bias. Because of the

energy-dependent �sig, statistical precision also improves

with fewer bins. Note also that the model dependence of

the branching fraction computed using 100-MeV bins is

comparable to that for a wide bin. Thus, overall, the wide

bin approach is both more accurate and more precise. Full

details are in Sec. X.

In contrast, the spectral shape must be determined by

applying Eq. (9) in each 100-MeV bin of reconstructed E�
�.

This is the first step of a four-step unfolding procedure,

detailed in Sec. XI, leading to the true photon energy

spectra in the CM and B-meson rest frames. Each model

shown in Fig. 12 is used in all four steps, to obtain the

measured spectrum and its model dependence. Energy

moments and their correlations are computed from the

unfolded spectra. This information is a needed input to

the HFAG fitting procedure, and may facilitate other

potential comparisons with theory.

The effects of efficiency and smearing cancel in the

extraction of ACP. A raw asymmetry is thus directly com-

puted from the measured yields vs E�
�, using the lepton

charge to tag B vs �B mesons. Systematic corrections and

uncertainties arise only from possible charge dependence

of the efficiencies (which would be a bias), as well as from

mistagging (which dilutes the asymmetry). The full ACP

analysis procedure is described in Sec. IX.
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FIG. 12 (color online). Comparison of data spectrum in recon-

structed E�
� to the predictions of three models, each normalized

for best agreement with the data above 1.8 GeV, based on �2

(including bin-to-bin correlations). The solid histogram is for a

shape function scheme model with mb ¼ 4:51 GeV and �2
� ¼

0:46 GeV2, which resembles the data in this range. The dot-dash

histogram is for a kinetic scheme model with parameters mb ¼
4:60 GeV and �2

� ¼ 0:45 GeV2, close to the HFAG world

average. The dotted histogram is for a shape function scheme

model with mb ¼ 4:40 GeV and �2
� ¼ 0:52 GeV2. The mini-

mum values of �2 are 6.7, 13.4, and 19.6, respectively.
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IX. MEASUREMENT OF DIRECT

CP ASYMMETRY

The direct CP asymmetry, ACPðB ! Xsþd�Þ is mea-

sured by dividing the signal sample into B and �B decays

according to the charge of the lepton tag and computing

Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ ¼

Nþ � N�

Nþ þ N� ; (10)

where Nþð�Þ are the positively (negatively) tagged signal

yields. Figure 13 shows these yields vs E�
�. The asymmetry

must be corrected for the dilution due to themistag fraction!:

ACPðB ! Xsþd�Þ ¼
1

1� 2!
Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ: (11)

As can be seen in Fig. 2(b) and Table IV, the B �B background

decreases at higher photon energies. It was determined (prior

to looking at the data) that restricting the ACP signal region to

2:1<E�
� < 2:8 GeV optimizes the statistical precision, and

also the total precision including the uncertainty on the B �B
background asymmetry described below. Other systematic

uncertainties on ACP have negligible variation with E�
�. The

theoretical SM prediction of a near-zero asymmetry is not

affected for a minimum energy requirement of 2.1 GeV

[9,58]. All of the other selection requirements (Sec. IV)

were found to be optimal also for the ACP measurement.

The tagged signal yields are Nþ ¼ 2620� 158ðstatÞ
and N� ¼ 2389� 151ðstatÞ, giving an asymmetry of

Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ ¼ 0:046� 0:044: (12)

To correct for dilution we compute the mistag fraction

! ¼ �d

2
þ!cascade þ!misID: (13)

The largest contribution is from B0 � �B0 oscillation, with

mixing probability �d ¼ 0:1863� 0:0024 [55]; the factor

of 1=2 accounts for the B� mesons, which do not oscillate.

Smaller contributions are !cascade ¼ 0:0328� 0:0035, the
fraction of events with wrong-sign leptons from the B
decay chain, and !misID ¼ 0:0073� 0:0037, the mistag

fraction due to misidentification of hadrons as leptons

(almost entirely in muon rather than electron tags). Their

values are taken from the MC simulation averaging over

electron and muon tags. An additional uncertainty in !
arises because our MC simulation assumes Bð�ð4SÞ !
B0 �B0Þ ¼ 0:50 which leads to the factor of 1=2 in the first

term of Eq. (13). The measured value is Bð�ð4SÞ !
B0 �B0Þ ¼ 0:484� 0:006 [55] so we take as a systematic

the difference between the measured and assumed values,

�! ¼ 0:016�d. This and the errors on �d, !cascade, and

!misID are added in quadrature to give! ¼ 0:131� 0:006.
The uncertainty in the B �B background estimation

described in Sec. VI cancels in the numerator of Eq. (10)

but not in the denominator, leading to an uncertainty in

Ameas
CP of 0.022. This uncertainty is combined with the

uncertainty in ! to give a multiplicative systematic uncer-

tainty on ACPðB ! Xsþd�Þ of 0:029ACP. Table VI summa-

rizes all of the contributions to ! and to this uncertainty.

The measured asymmetry could be biased if there

were (a) an asymmetry in the B �B background not modeled

in the simulation or (b) a charge asymmetry in the

lepton-tag efficiency. To assess the potential bias due to

B �B subtraction, we use the data in the control region

1:53< E�
� < 1:8 GeV. where the signal yield is much

smaller than B �B background. After continuum subtraction,

Ameas
CP ðB controlÞ ¼ 0:006� 0:009ðstatÞ. Interpreting this

as a bias, it translates to a correction for the ACP signal

region of �Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ ¼ �0:004� 0:006. The

B ! �0X background sample described in Sec. VI B is

used to confirm that there is no E�
� dependence to this
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FIG. 13 (color online). The background-subtracted photon

spectrum of Fig. 11 separated into yields for positive (filled

circles) and negative (open circles) tagging lepton charges.

Errors are statistical only. The dashed vertical lines show the

range utilized for the ACP measurement.

TABLE VI. Contributions to ACP multiplicative systematic

correction and error.

Source !��! �ACP=ACP

B0 �B0 oscillation ð0:1863� 0:0023Þ=2
Fake lepton ID 0:0073� 0:0037

Cascade decays of B’s 0:0328� 0:0035

B0 �B0:BþB� ¼ 1:1 0:0000� 0:0030

Total ! 0:133� 0:0064 0.018

B �B yield 0.022

Total uncertainty 0.029

TABLE VII. Ameas
CP additive systematic corrections and errors.

Source Correction (10�2)

B �B background �0:4� 0:6

Detection asymmetry 0:0� 1:1

Total �0:4� 1:3
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correction in the signal region. Lepton charge tag asym-

metries have been measured in eþe� ! eþe��, eþe� !
���, and B ! Kð�ÞJ=c ð‘þ‘�Þ events. No significant

asymmetries are observed to a precision of 0.011, which

is assigned as a systematic error on Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ.

Table VII summarizes these additive systematic effects,

showing a combined error in quadrature of 0.013.

Since the SM prediction of ACP � 0 depends upon

cancellation of B ! Xs� and B ! Xd� asymmetries, a

difference in their selection efficiencies could also cause

a bias. We have used MC simulations with the same under-

lying model (KN with mb ¼ 4:65 GeV=c2) to compare

selection efficiencies following s �q vs d �q hadronization.

For E�
� > 2:1 GeV, the B ! Xd� efficiency is larger by a

factor of 1:028� 0:014, so we conservatively assign a

4.2% uncertainty (MC central value plus 1 standard devia-

tion) in the yield of B ! Xd� events. Given the SM-

predicted yields and asymmetries [12], that would change

Ameas
CP by less than 0.0002, which is negligible.

Finally the Ameas
CP ðB ! Xsþd�Þ is corrected for mistags

and bias to give

ACP ¼ ð0:046� 0:044ðstatÞÞ � ð0:004� 0:013Þ
0:734ð1� 0:029Þ

¼ 0:057� 0:060ðstatÞ � 0:018ðsystÞ;

where the two systematic errors have been combined in

quadrature. The result is consistent with no asymmetry.

X. MEASUREMENT OF BðB ! Xs�Þ

As discussed in Sec. VIII, BðB ! Xsþd�Þ is measured

by applying Eq. (9) to a single wide bin in measured E�
�.

Results are computed for three choices of energy range:

1.8–2.8 GeV, 1.9–2.8 GeV, and 2.0–2.8 GeV. Note that �sig
here means the overall signal efficiency, including both

acceptance and event selection, as discussed in Sec. IV F. A

small adjustment, by a factor  which is close to 1.0,

converts each result to a branching fraction in the same

range of the true E� in the B-meson rest frame. This

corrects for the effects of EMC resolution and Doppler

smearing. Finally, the factor 1=ð1þ ðjVtdj=jVtsjÞ2Þ is

applied to account for the contribution of B ! Xd� events,

yielding a branching fraction for B ! Xs� only.

Section XA describes systematic corrections and uncer-

tainties affecting the efficiency �sig in Eq. (9), and com-

putes the total fractional systematic uncertainty on the

branching fraction. The choice of the central values for

�sig and  depend upon the choice of the signal model used

in MC simulation. Section XB addresses this choice and

determines the model-dependence uncertainty of the

branching fraction. Section XC presents branching frac-

tion results first in terms of measured E�
�, then presents the

conversion to the branching fraction in the B-meson rest

frame, along with associated uncertainties.

A. Systematic corrections and uncertainties

Each of the factors in Eq. (9) can contribute to the

uncertainty in the branching fraction. The signal yield

has contributions from statistics (of the on-peak and off-

peak data yields) and from the systematics of the B �B
background subtraction. The number of produced �ð4SÞ
events, NB �B, has a systematic uncertainty of 1.1%. The

focus here is on the systematic uncertainty of the remaining

factor, the signal efficiency �sig. For each event-selection

criterion, an efficiency is computed using MC simulation.

But the actual efficiency in data may differ from that in the

simulation. Systematic corrections are determined by com-

paring data to MC events for various control samples; the

precision of each comparison provides a systematic uncer-

tainty. A summary of these corrections and uncertainties is

presented in Table VIII.

1. Systematics of the high-energy photon selection

Two dedicated studies of high-energy photon detection

efficiency have been done using ��� ISR events. These

events are overconstrained, so the measured �þ and ��

tracks, along with known beam kinematics, can be used in

a one-constraint fit to predict the three-momentum of the

photon. Naively one would look for a detected photon

‘‘close’’ to this predicted photon, and the data/MC correc-

tion would be the ratio of the probability of finding such a

photon in��� data events to the probability of finding one

in ��� MC events. However, this is complicated by the

effects of EMC resolution and by the possibility that the

likelihood of photon conversion (in detector material) is

not accurately simulated. The earlier and more recent of

the ��� studies took rather different approaches to these

issues. The first applied acceptance criteria (particularly a

minimum energy) to detected photons and folded EMC

resolution into the predicted photon properties before mak-

ing the same cuts. That study also in effect measured the

TABLE VIII. Systematic correction factors and uncertainties

on the signal efficiency in B ! Xs� branching fraction mea-

surements. Corrections are relative to the signal Monte Carlo

simulation. ‘‘HE�’’ stands for the high-energy photon.

Effect Value

HE� detection efficiency 0:9885� 0:0065

HE� energy scale 1:0� 0:0025

HE� resolution 1:0� 0:001

HE� lateral moment requirement 1:0� 0:003

HE� isolation requirement 1:0� 0:020

�0 and � vetoes 0:996� 0:002

Lepton PID 0:989� 0:004

B semileptonic BF 1:047� 0:013

Neural network 1:0� 0:012

Hadronization model 1:0� 0:011

Combined 1:019� 0:030
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conversion fraction, separately for data and MC samples.

The second study did not use acceptance cuts for the

detected photon, instead loosely matching its parameters

to those of the predicted photon, and used an electron veto

to suppress photon conversions. Results of the two studies

are in good agreement, with the data/MC efficiency cor-

rections differing by 0.3% when weighted by the B ! Xs�
photon polar-angle distribution. Systematic uncertainties

on these corrections are 0.65% and 0.55%. The two cor-

rection factors are averaged, giving 0.9885, and an uncer-

tainty of 0.65% is assigned. The assigned correction and

uncertainty are independent of the photon energy E�
�.

Hence they affect the branching fraction, but not the spec-

tral shape or energy moments.

The��� samples from data andMC simulation are also

used to assess the photon energy scale and resolution, by

comparing the distributions for data and MC events of the

ratio of detected to predicted photon energy. For the energy

scale, the energy balance in the decay B0 ! K�ð892Þ
ð! Kþ��Þ� is also used. After small energy scale adjust-

ments already included in event reconstruction, both pro-

cesses show no remaining bias for either MC or data

events, with a conservative uncertainty of 0.3%. For photon

energy resolution, inclusion of an additional 1% energy

smearing of MC photons brings the��� ratio distribution

into good agreement with that for ��� data. This is taken

as a systematic uncertainty. The energy scale and resolu-

tion effects translate into the small uncertainties on the

inclusive branching fraction shown in Table VIII.

Lastly, the ��� samples are used to assess shower

shape, in particular, the efficiency of the selection cut on

lateral moment. After a small adjustment of the simulated

lateral moment, there is good agreement between MC and

data efficiencies of this selection, with the uncertainty

given in Table VIII.

The high-energy photon efficiency is calibrated using

the low-multiplicity��� events but could also be affected

by the hadronic-event environment in B �B events (including

signal). The requirement that the high-energy photon be

isolated from any other EMC energy deposition by at least

25 cm is meant to reduce data-MC efficiency differences.

The systematic uncertainty of 2% is estimated by embed-

ding high-energy photon signatures into hadronic events,

separately for data and MC samples, and determining the

fractions of events passing the isolation requirement.

2. Systematics of the �0 and � vetoes

The �0 and � vetoes can remove events not only if the

high-energy photon originates from an actual �0 or �, but
also if there is a random (‘‘background’’) photon with

which the high-energy photon forms a �� invariant mass

combination lying inside one of the veto windows. The

efficiencies of the vetoes for simulated events can differ

from those for data if the number of background photons in

simulation differs from data. Off-resonance-subtracted

data and B �B MC events are compared for high-energy

photons in the control region below 1.8 GeV, with all

selection criteria except the vetoes applied. Sidebands of

the �� mass windows are used to estimate the numbers of

low-energy background photons that result in masses

inside the windows. It is found that there are more such

low-energy photons in the data than in the simulation (as

much as 8% more at the lowest energies, below 80 MeV,

decreasing monotonically with photon energy to approxi-

mately 2.5% above 250 MeV).

Monte Carlo studies are used to correct for the effects of

these differences on event-selection efficiency when the

vetoes are imposed: �0:4% for signal events, and �0:9%
for nonsignal generic B �B events. Uncertainties are taken to

be half of the corrections. Differences between �0 and �
line shapes in data and simulated events could also poten-

tially affect the B �B efficiencies, but such differences

proved to be negligible.

3. Systematics of the lepton-tag efficiency

There are two contributions to signal-efficiency system-

atics from the lepton tagging. The first is the uncertainty

in the semileptonic branching fraction (for the nonsignal

B in the event), averaged over the lepton acceptance

for the current analysis. This is addressed in Sec. VIG,

and results in a systematic correction and uncertainty of

1:047� 0:013.
The second contribution arises from possible differences

between data and MC samples in the lepton identification

efficiencies. These identification efficiencies in the simu-

lation are calibrated as a function of lepton momentum to

those in data using control samples of low-multiplicity

(Bhabha and ���) events. To measure the additional

effect of the high-multiplicity environment in signal

events, fitted J=c yields are compared in data and MC

samples of reconstructed B ! J=c ðJ=c ! ‘þ‘�Þ events,
both with and without particle identification requirements

applied to the leptons. This is done separately for eþe� and

�þ�� decays. The resulting systematic correction factor

for a single lepton, averaged over the mix of electron and

muon tags in the current analysis, is 0:989� 0:004. This
result is also included for the B �B background systematics

in Sec. VIH.

4. Other uncertainties in event-selection efficiency

A systematic uncertainty is assigned to the MC compu-

tation of the efficiency of the neural-network selection

criteria. The control samples used to compare data and

MC efficiencies are inclusive �0 samples, created by

applying the standard event-selection criteria to data and

to B �B background events, but with the �0 veto inverted,

i.e., an event is accepted if it has a �� mass combination

inside the veto window. The �� mass spectra confirm that

most of these events are due to actual �0 production. Off-

resonance-subtracted data are compared to the simulated
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B �B sample. The efficiencies of the neural-network criteria

for signal MC and B �B backgroundMC events show similar

increases with E�
�. To validate use of the �0 control sam-

ple, neural-network output distributions for signal and

control samples were compared in a narrow range of 1:8<

E�
� < 2:0 GeV and found to be quite similar. Data-MC

efficiency comparisons for the control samples are made

separately for the electron and muon neural networks, and

differences are weighted by the fractions of electron and

muon tags in the standard event selection. This average

difference of 1.2% is taken as a systematic uncertainty.

Lastly, the signal efficiency has some small variation with

the specific final hadronic Xs state. The overall efficiency is

thus sensitive towhether the JETSETmodel implemented in

the simulation properly describes the hadronization process.

Measured data-MC differences from the BABAR sum-of-

exclusives B ! Xs� analysis [41] are used to reweight the

hadronic multiplicity distribution of the simulated Xs final

state, and, separately, the fraction of final states that contain

at least one �0. Each efficiency change is taken as a system-

atic uncertainty. Combining the two effects in quadrature,

the total systematic uncertainty due to modeling of the

hadronization process is 1.1%.

5. Overall efficiency systematics

Table VIII summarizes the efficiency corrections and

their estimated uncertainties. Nearly all of these effects are

independent of photon energy E�
�, so the tabulated values

apply both to wide bins and 100-MeV bins. The only

exceptions are the small energy scale and resolution uncer-

tainties, which are folded into the yield spectrum (Fig. 11);

the Table presents the values for a bin from 1.8 to 2.8 GeV.

The correction factors are included in all values of effi-

ciency quoted subsequently in this paper.

6. Combining yield and efficiency uncertainties

Table IX summarizes all systematic uncertainties for the

branching fraction measurement.

The fractional branching fraction uncertainty due to B �B
background is energy-dependent primarily because the

ratio B/S of background yield to signal yield decreases

sharply with increasing E�
�.

Similar contributions to efficiency affect the MC com-

putations of both the B �B background yield B and the signal

efficiency �sig, so some systematic uncertainties are com-

mon to both and hence are treated as correlated in evaluat-

ing Eq. (9). Because of the direct calibration of �0 and �
contributions to the B �B background yield against data,

some correlated effects are reduced to an insignificant

level. We consider these remaining correlated effects:


 the systematic uncertainty due to high-energy photon

efficiency, which enters the B �B yield predominantly

via the low-energy photon efficiency correction to the

�0 and � components;


 the �0ð�Þ veto efficiency, which affects all back-

ground components;


 the semileptonic branching fraction, which for B �B
backgrounds affects lepton tags for non-�0=� com-

ponents, and also those events in which an electron

fakes the high-energy photon signature.

These correlated effects result in a cross-term between the

uncertainties in �sig and B of 0:0178
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

B=S
p

for the energy

ranges considered in Table IX. Like the B �B yield contribu-

tion itself, this decreases with increasing E�
�. For the 100-

MeV bins used in the spectrum measurements (Sec. XI), an

additional energy dependence is allowed for in the semi-

leptonic branching fraction cross-term. It arises because the

variation of the uncertainty with lepton energy given in

Fig. 10 directly applies to the electron backgrounds. For

each of the three cross-term contributions, the uncertainty is

treated as fully correlated between energy bins, and the three

corresponding error matrices are then summed.

The total systematic uncertainty on the branching frac-

tion, also given in Table IX, is the sum in quadrature of the

contributions from yield, efficiency, cross-terms, and NB �B.

B. Model-dependence uncertainties

of the signal efficiency

The signal efficiency �sig is estimated with MC simu-

lated spectra. The central value depends on the B ! Xs�
model chosen and thus has an associated model-

dependence uncertainty. HFAG [25] has provided world

average values of the HQET parameters mb and �2
� (and

others) in the kinetic scheme, obtained from combined fits

to measurements of B ! Xc‘� moments and previous

measurements of B ! Xs� moments. (The small samples

of earlier BABAR B ! Xs� data used by HFAG do not lead

to significant correlations between the fit results and the

data presented here.) The central values of the efficiency in

each of three energy ranges for the current analysis are

determined by computing efficiencies for several kinetic

scheme models with mb and �2
� close to the values found

in the global HFAG fit, and interpolating to the HFAG

TABLE IX. Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on

the signal branching fraction. In addition to the contributions

from the three factors in Eq. (9) (the systematic uncertainty on

signal yield is due to that on B �B background), there is a cross-

term arising from correlations between background-yield and

signal-efficiency uncertainties.

E�
� range (GeV) 1.8–2.8 1.9–2.8 2.0–2.8

Signal efficiency 0.031 0.031 0.031

B �B background 0.078 0.051 0.032

Cross-terms 0.029 0.024 0.019

Count of �ð4SÞ events 0.011 0.011 0.011

Total (quadrature sum) 0.090 0.065 0.050
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values. For an energy range 1:8<E�
� < 2:8 GeV, the cor-

responding signal efficiency is 0.02573.

Three considerations enter the estimate of model depen-

dence. First, the error ellipse associated with the HFAG fit

is used to estimate an efficiency uncertainty. Second, the

central values for mb and �2
� from the HFAG fit to

B ! Xc‘� moments only, and from a similar fit [59] using

B ! Xs� moments only but constraining other HQET

parameters based on the combined fit, are considered.

The largest efficiency deviation is that from the B !
Xs�-only fit, so that is assigned as the kinetic scheme

uncertainty. Third, a procedure that translates HQET pa-

rameters from the kinetic scheme to the shape function

scheme is applied to the combined fit results to provided

mb and �2
� values [25,60] for an efficiency estimate in the

shape function scheme. The difference between that esti-

mate and the central value in the kinetic scheme is added to

the kinetic scheme uncertainty (linearly because both ef-

fects are systematic shifts rather than random variations)

and taken as a symmetric uncertainty. Lastly, this is

combined in quadrature with an uncertainty due to the

choice of scale factor in the scheme translation. For the

range 1.8–2.8 GeV, the three effects together yield

��sig ¼ ð0:00025þ 0:00019Þ � 0:00024 ¼ 0:00051.

Another possible source of model dependence is the

choice of the mXs
cutoff used to define the K�ð892Þ region

(Sec. II). But changing that cutoff from 1:1 GeV=c2 to 1.0

or 1:2 GeV=c2 results in an efficiency change small com-

pared to the other effects computed here.

The signal efficiency, and associated model errors, for

three photon energy ranges is given in Table X.

C. Branching fraction results

Table XI shows the branching fractions BðB ! Xsþd�Þ
for three ranges of measured E�

�, from applying Eq. (9)

with the efficiencies obtained in Sec. XB.

In order to compare directly to theoretical predictions,

the measurement for each energy range in the CM frame is

converted to a branching fraction in the corresponding

range of true energy in the B frame. The factor  needed

to accomplish this is determined from MC simulation

using the same methods for choosing a central value (based

on the HFAG world average HQET parameters in the

kinetic scheme) and for estimating model dependence as

are used for �sig (Sec. XB). Values of  and the resulting

values of BðB ! Xsþd�Þ are also presented in Table XI.

The model-dependence uncertainties on  and 1=�sig are

positively correlated: models with a larger fraction of the

spectrum at low energy have larger average 1/�sig and

usually larger . Hence the fractional model-dependence

errors on �sig and  are linearly added. Should the HFAG

values for the kinetic scheme parameters change in the

future, the Appendix provides a prescription for adjusting

both �sig and , and hence the central branching fraction

values, for such a change.

Finally, the contribution ofBðB ! Xd�Þ is accounted for
by multiplyingBðB ! Xsþd�Þ by 1=ð1þ ðjVtdj=jVtsjÞ2Þ ¼
0:958� 0:003. This leads to the results, also presented in

Table XI, forBðB ! Xs�Þ in true-E� ranges, with the small

additional uncertainty from this factor included in the sys-

tematic error.

Because the events in the three energy ranges are mostly

in common, even the statistical uncertainties on the three

branching fractions are highly correlated. The overall cor-

relation matrix for all statistical and systematic effects

(including yield-efficiency cross-terms, but excluding

model dependence) are given in Table XII.

XI. UNFOLDED SPECTRUM

The theoretical predictions of the photon energy spec-

trum are made in the B-meson rest frame in terms of the

true photon energy EB
�. However the measured spectrum in

Fig. 11 is measured in the �ð4SÞ frame in terms of the

reconstructed E�
� after the event-selection requirements. To

convert the measured spectrum to one that can be directly

compared to predictions requires correcting for selection

efficiency and detector acceptance, and unfolding

two resolution effects. These are detector resolution

and Doppler smearing of the photon energy. The

TABLE X. Signal efficiency central values and model-

dependence errors, for various ranges of measured E�
�.

E�
� range (GeV) �sigð%Þ

1.8–2.8 2:573� 0:051

1.9–2.8 2:603� 0:038

2.0–2.8 2:641� 0:029

TABLE XI. Branching fractions in several photon energy ranges of both measured E�
� (CM frame) and true E� (B rest frame),

along with the adjustment factor  between them. Uncertainties on branching fractions are statistical, systematic, and model

dependence, respectively. The error on the adjustment factor  is a model-dependence uncertainty, treated as fully correlated with that

on the initial B.

Energy range

BðB ! Xsþd�Þ ð10�4Þ
in measured E�

� range

Factor  to

true E�

BðB ! Xsþd�Þ ð10�4Þ
in true E� range

BðB ! Xs�Þ ð10�4Þ
in true E� range

1.8–2.8 GeV 3:271� 0:154� 0:294� 0:065 1:0233� 0:0042 3:347� 0:158� 0:301� 0:080 3:207� 0:151� 0:288� 0:077

1.9–2.8 GeV 3:019� 0:136� 0:196� 0:044 1:0356� 0:0045 3:126� 0:141� 0:203� 0:059 2:995� 0:135� 0:194� 0:057
2.0–2.8 GeV 2:745� 0:120� 0:137� 0:030 1:0657� 0:0045 2:925� 0:128� 0:146� 0:045 2:802� 0:122� 0:140� 0:043
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transformation of the measured E�
� spectrum to an EB

�

spectrum thus requires four steps:

(1) Correcting for the event-selection efficiency.

(2) Unfolding the effects of detector resolution.

(3) Correcting for the detector acceptance.

(4) Unfolding the Doppler smearing.

Each of these steps requires the use of the MC simula-

tion to either estimate the efficiency and acceptance or

model the resolution and smearing. The effects of calo-

rimeter resolution and Doppler smearing on the photon

spectrum are unfolded using a simplified version of an

iterative method [61]. This simplified method has been

used previously by the BABAR Collaboration in a measure-

ment of the eþe� ! �þ��ð�Þ cross section [62]. An

introduction to this method is followed by a description

of the implementation used here and then the results and

systematic uncertainties. The notation used for the photon

energy is as follows:


 E�
� is the energy measured in the �ð4SÞ rest frame

after event selection.


 E�true
� is the true photon energy in the �ð4SÞ rest

frame. Its spectrum is obtained after steps 1–3 above.


 EB
� is the true photon energy in the B-meson rest

frame. Its spectrum is obtained after steps 1–4 above.

A. Overview of the unfolding technique

The effects of detector resolution and Doppler smearing

each require a separate unfolding but the procedure for

each is identical. In this overview the unfolding of the

detector resolution is described. The unfolding of the

Doppler smearing uses the same procedure. First some

general considerations for the unfolding are given before

describing the features of implementation used.

The spectrum is measured in twelve 100-MeV bins

between 1.6 and 2.8 GeV and one 70-MeV bin between

1.53 and 1.6 GeV. The detector resolution can cause a

migration between bins that is described by a transfer matrix

A, whose elementsAij are the number of events generated in

bin j that are reconstructed in bin i. Identical binning is used
for the generated and smeared spectra so that Aij is a square

matrix. The transfer matrix is derived from MC simulation

using an assumed model for the spectrum. It is then used to

construct a folding matrix Pij and an unfolding matrix ~Pij

Pij ¼
Aij

P

N
k¼1 Akj

; ~Pij ¼
Aij

P

N
k¼1 Aik

;

wherePij is the probability for an event generated in the bin j

to be reconstructed in the bin i and ~Pij is the probability of

the reconstructed event in the bin i coming from the gener-

ated bin j. N is the number of bins. In principle the unfolding

matrix can now be directly applied to the reconstructed

spectrum to unfold the resolution effects. There are, however,

two significant problems with this approach. The first is that

it assumes the simulated model perfectly describes the data.

The second is that any significant statistical fluctuations in

the reconstructed spectrum can be unfolded into several bins,

causing unstable and unreliable results.

The technique adopted mitigates these problems. It

begins by simulating an approximate model of the spec-

trum that is normalized to data in the range 1:8<E�
� <

2:8 GeV. This model is referred to as the initial model.

The difference between this model and the data is then

divided into two parts. The first part is attributed to a

genuine difference between the model and the true data

spectrum and is used to modify the transfer matrix, equiva-

lent to changing the initial model. The second is attributed

to statistical and systematic fluctuations and is not

unfolded using the unfolding matrix but rather is used to

correct the model spectrum so that significant fluctuations

in the reconstructed spectrum are propagated to the

unfolded true data spectrum. The division of the difference

into these two parts is accomplished using a bin-dependent

regularization function f with a tunable parameter 	. The
value of f varies from 0 to 1 according to the value of 	 so

that a fraction f comprises the true model-to-data differ-

ence and a fraction 1� f the statistical and systematic

fluctuation. A priori the value of 	 is unknown but can be

estimated using an MC technique described in Sec. XI B.

The technique has been tested extensively in simulated

data and found to give reliable and stable results.

B. Implementation of the unfolding

This nominal initial model is found by comparing the data

to a set of models in the kinetic, shape function,

and KN schemes using different values of HQET parame-

ters. Each model is passed through the full simulation and

event selection. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the data

to a range of models that describe the data at the one-
 level.

The closest match is chosen by constructing a �2 function

formed from the bin-by-bin differences of the data and the

generated spectrum using 100-Mev bins in the signal range

1:8< E�
� < 2:8 GeV and the full covariance matrix. It is

found that a model in the shape function schemewith (mb ¼
4:51 GeV, �2

� ¼ 0:46 GeV2) best describes the data. The

other models shown in Fig. 12 are used to optimize the 	
parameters for the two unfolding steps and to estimate

model-dependence systematic uncertainties.

The unfolding method begins by correcting the mea-

sured data spectrum for selection efficiency in each bin. It

is then compared with the reconstructed simulated spec-

trum of the initial model by computing the difference

TABLE XII. The correlation matrix for the measured branch-

ing fractions in three energy ranges, including all statistical and

systematic but not model-dependence uncertainties.

E� range 1.8–2.8 GeV 1.9–2.8 GeV 2.0–2.8 GeV

1.8–2.8 GeV 1.00 0.94 0.84

1.9–2.8 GeV 1.00 0.92

2.0–2.8 GeV 1.00
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�di ¼ di � Cri :

Here di is the number of efficiency-corrected reconstructed

data events in the ith bin, ri is the number of efficiency-

corrected reconstructed simulated events, and C normal-

izes the initial model spectrum to the data in the signal

range 1:8<E�
� < 2:8 GeV. A fraction f of �di comes

from a true difference between the model and the data

spectrum, while the remaining fraction 1� f is due to a

fluctuation in either the signal or in the background sub-

traction. The function f is a regularization function with a

tunable parameter 	:

fð�di ; 
i ; 	Þ ¼ 1� e�½ð�diÞ=ð	
iÞ�2 ;

where 
i is the error in di. There are several choices of

regularization functions suggested in Ref. [61]. Each func-

tion has the property that it varies monotonically between 0

and 1 as the combination �di=ð	
iÞ changes from 0 to 1.

The procedure is found to be insensitive to the particular

choice, so the simplest is chosen. The value of the regu-

larization parameter 	 thus determines the fraction f of the

difference that is unfolded in each bin.

An ensemble of 40,000 simulated model spectra is used

both to optimize 	 and to derive the error matrix for the

unfolded spectrum. These spectra have been generated

using an error matrix that is constructed from the errors

in Table IV, the bin-to-bin correlations in Table V, and the

correlations between the background subtraction and the

efficiency systematics described in Sec. XA6. Each spec-

trum is unfolded with a range of values of 	 and then

corrected for acceptance. The error matrix of the unfolded

spectra,O, is computed from the ensemble using the output

distributions of energy in each bin and the correlations

between these distributions. This is then repeated using

different models to construct the unfolding matrix. A �2

function is formed using a vector of the unfolded yields,

the inverse of the error matrixO�1, and a vector of the true

value of the original generated MC spectra ~t:

�2 ¼ ð ~u� C~t ÞTO�1ð ~u� C~t Þ :

Only bins in the signal region 1:8<E�
� < 2:8 GeV are

used for the optimization. The �2 function is then used to

find the value of 	 that most closely reproduces ~t for all
models. The optimal value of 	 is then used to unfold the

data. The detector resolution unfolding is performed using

	 ¼ 0:5.
The unfolding matrix used to unfold the data ~P0

ij is

constructed from a modified transfer matrix A0
ij. It is modi-

fied by adding the folded difference between the initial

model and the data:

A0
ij ¼ CAij þ �d1j 	 Pij; ~P0

ij ¼
A0
ij

P

N
k¼1 A

0
ik

:

The unfolded data spectrum uj is then obtained from

uj ¼ Ctj þ
X

N

i¼1

ffð�di ; 
di ; 	Þ 	 �di 	 ~P0
ij

þ ½1� fð�di ; 
di
; 	Þ� 	�di 	 �ijg:

It is expressed in terms of a correction to the true value of

the initial model (Ctj). The second term is that part of the

difference between the initial model and the data that is to

be unfolded using the unfolding matrix ~P0
ij. The third term

is the part of the difference attributed to statistical or

systematic fluctuation that is not unfolded. This procedure

was iterated, but its output was found to have converged

after just one application, so that first iteration provides the

results presented below. The procedure for unfolding the

Doppler smearing is identical except that the optimal value

of 	 is 1.0.

C. Results of the unfolding

The measured spectrum shown in Fig. 11 and the corre-

sponding yields and uncertainties in Table IV are the start-

ing point for the unfolding. First the spectrum is corrected

for the selection efficiency, taking into account the addi-

tional correlated errors between the efficiency and the

background estimation described in Sec. XA6. Then the

resolution smearing is unfolded and the resultant spectrum

corrected for detector acceptance to give a spectrum in bins

of E�true
� , presented in Table XIII. The estimation of the

statistical, systematic, and model-dependence uncertainties

is described in Sec. XID. To provide complete yield uncer-

tainties, the 3.1% energy-independent uncertainty on effi-

ciency (see Table IX) is included in the systematic

uncertainty. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 14.

The Doppler smearing is then unfolded starting from

Fig. 14 and Table XIII. The resulting yields in bins of

EB
� are converted to partial branching fractions by dividing

by the number of B mesons in the on-resonance data

sample, 2NB �B. These branching fractions are presented in

Table XIV. An additional 1.1% has been included in the

systematic error to account for the uncertainty in NB �B.

Figure 15 shows this photon spectrum in the B rest

frame. The spectrum is compared to that for a kinetic

scheme model with parameters mb¼4:60GeV and �2
�¼

0:45GeV2, close to HFAG world averages. [The K�ð892Þ
has not been substituted for the highest-energy part of

the spectrum, because the unfolded data cannot resolve

such a peak.]

The correlation matrices corresponding to Tables XIII

and XIV are given in Tables XV and XVI, respectively.

These matrices have a complex structure because many

effects contribute. At low energies (the upper left quadrant)

they are dominated by the highly correlated uncertainties in

the B �B backgrounds. At higher energies, the uncorrelated

statistical uncertainty is relatively more important, along

with the smaller but fully correlated systematic uncertainty
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on efficiency. The contributions from the unfolding itself

and from model dependence can be negative. Hence in the

lower-right quadrant, where other correlations are weak, the

net result can be close to zero or negative.

The numbers in Tables XIV and XVI can be used to fit

the measured spectral shape to any theoretical prediction in

the B-meson rest frame.

D. Statistical, systematic, and model-dependence

uncertainties in the unfolding

The dominant uncertainty in the bins of the unfolded

spectrum is due to the B �B subtraction described in

TABLE XIII. The unfolded E�true
� spectrum and its uncertain-

ties in numbers of produced events. The total error is the sum in

quadrature of the statistical, systematic, and model-dependence

errors.

E�true
� (GeV) Yield

Error (events)

Stat. Syst. Model Total

1.53–1.60 24620 15193 24749 657 29115

1.60–1.70 51556 12190 21593 365 25140

1.70–1.80 4244 10631 15598 42 18427

1.80–1.90 22346 8999 11278 208 14217

1.90–2.00 22506 7252 7565 94 10626

2.00–2.10 22177 5705 4708 1512 7461

2.10–2.20 27518 4773 2865 939 5406

2.20–2.30 42298 4140 2037 1073 4673

2.30–2.40 39193 4010 1542 1256 4384

2.40–2.50 43214 3755 1671 1140 4164

2.50–2.60 29488 3560 1065 611 3789

2.60–2.70 20025 2784 723 75 2857

2.70–2.80 610 2446 179 141 2467
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FIG. 14 (color online). The photon spectrum after unfolding

the effects of calorimeter resolution and correcting for the

selection efficiency and detector acceptance. The inner error is

statistical only, the outer includes statistical, systematic, and

model-dependence errors added in quadrature. The vertical

line shows the boundary between the lower control region and

the signal region.

TABLE XIV. Partial branching fraction in bins of EB
� obtained

from the unfolded spectrum. These values describe the shape of

the spectrum in the B rest frame and provide a cross-check (see

Sec. XI E) of the integrated branching fractions but are not

intended as primary branching fraction results. (The integrated

branching fractions reported in Table XI are more precise and

less susceptible to bias, as explained in Sec. VIII). The total error

is the sum in quadrature of the statistical, systematic, and model-

dependence errors. The model error is relatively large in the bins

above 2.4 GeV but anticorrelated between neighboring bins, as

discussed in Sec. XID. Hence combined 200-MeV bins for this

region are shown at the bottom of this table and in Fig. 15.

EB
� (GeV)

�BðB ! Xsþd�Þ Error

(10�5) Stat Syst Model Total

1.53–1.60 2.53 1.59 2.52 0.33 2.97

1.60–1.70 7.76 1.95 3.90 0.31 4.44

1.70–1.80 0.25 1.53 2.07 0.06 2.48

1.80–1.90 2.81 1.30 1.45 0.03 1.87

1.90–2.00 3.16 1.05 1.03 0.10 1.45

2.00–2.10 2.67 0.83 0.65 0.28 1.06

2.10–2.20 3.56 0.70 0.38 0.16 0.76

2.20–2.30 5.44 0.60 0.28 0.26 0.69

2.30–2.40 5.37 0.58 0.23 0.16 0.62

2.40–2.50 5.80 0.53 0.24 0.99 1.13

2.50–2.60 6.46 0.59 0.26 0.80 1.02

2.60–2.70 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.12 0.16

2.70–2.80 �0:12 0.21 0.01 0.10 0.23

2.40–2.60 12.25 0.79 0.47 0.19 0.92

2.60–2.80 �0:12 0.24 0.01 0.22 0.32
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FIG. 15 (color online). The photon spectrum after unfolding

resolution and Doppler smearing, shown as a partial branching

fraction (�B, see Table XIV caption). The inner error is statis-

tical only, the outer includes statistical, systematic, and model-

dependence errors added in quadrature. Section XID explains

why results above 2.4 GeV are shown in wider bins. The vertical

line shows the boundary between the lower control region and

the signal region. The curve shows the spectrum in a kinetic

scheme model (see text), normalized to the data from 1.8 to

2.8 GeV.
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Sec. VII. The statistical and systematic errors on the

efficiency-corrected yields are propagated using the en-

semble MC technique described previously. A number of

possible uncertainties in the unfolding procedure were

considered. These included changing the regularization

parameter 	 to zero, which changes f to 1.0 in all bins,

changing the normalization factor C according to the 10%

uncertainty in the measured value ofBðB ! Xs�Þ, varying
the energy scale by �0:3%, and smearing the calorimeter

resolution in the MC simulation by an additional 1%, as

determined by data comparisons in Sec. XA1. The only

significant effects are found to be in the photon energy

scale shift. Table XVII shows the bin-by-bin change in the

event yields due to the photon energy shift. For each bin,

the absolute value of the largest difference (þ or �) is

taken as the systematic uncertainty, and 100% bin-to-bin

correlation is assumed. This error is combined in quadra-

ture with the systematic error propagated from the mea-

sured E�
� spectrum and is included in Tables XIII and XIV.

To assess the model dependence, the unfolding is per-

formed with a range of models. In each case the same

model is used for the entire procedure including efficiency

and acceptance corrections, and unfolding the detector

resolution and Doppler smearing. Figure 12 shows two

models that could plausibly describe the data at the one-

sigma level. These are a shape function model with ðmb ¼
4:40 GeV; �2

� ¼ 0:52 GeV2Þ and a kinetic scheme model

(mb ¼ 4:60 GeV, �2
� ¼ 0:45 GeV2, �2

G ¼ 0:27 GeV2).

To set the model-dependence error we unfold the nominal

simulated model (shape function: mb ¼ 4:51 GeV, �2
� ¼

0:46 GeV2) with one of these two models. The larger bin-

by-bin difference is taken as the model error in the

unfolded spectrum with 100% correlation between each

bin. The model-dependence error is generally much

smaller than the systematic error except for the unfolding

of the Doppler smearing close to the kinematic limit

(EB
� � mB=2). The steeply falling spectrum at this limit

leads to a much greater sensitivity to the model, which

results in a large error that is anticorrelated between the

2.4–2.5 GeV and 2.5–2.6 GeV bins. To avoid this edge

effect the two bins are summed. This is also done for the

2.6–2.8 GeV range.

TABLE XV. The correlation matrix for the errors on signal yields shown in Table XIII, in bins of E�true
� . Statistical, systematic, and

model errors are included. Columns are labeled by the value of E�true
� at the lower edge of the bin.

E�
� (GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

1.53–1.6 1.00 0.65 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.44 0.29 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.04

1.6–1.7 1.00 0.63 0.59 0.55 0.46 0.31 0.20 0.09 0.15 0.06 0.09 0.05

1.7–1.8 1.00 0.57 0.52 0.41 0.29 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.03

1.8–1.9 1.00 0.50 0.39 0.26 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.05 0.09 0.01

1.9–2.0 1.00 0.38 0.25 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.05 0.01 0.05

2.0–2.1 1.00 0.25 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03 �0:02

2.1–2.2 1.00 0.16 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.01

2.2–2.3 1.00 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.08 �0:02

2.3–2.4 1.00 0.17 0.07 0.04 0.05

2.4–2.5 1.00 0.11 0.05 0.05

2.5–2.6 1.00 0.02 �0:06

2.6–2.7 1.00 0.02

2.7–2.8 1.00

TABLE XVI. The correlation matrix for the errors on partial branching fractions shown in Table XIV, in bins of EB
�. Statistical,

systematic, and model errors are included. Columns are labeled by the value of EB
� at the lower edge of the bin.

EB
� (GeV) 1.53 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.6

1.53–1.6 1.00 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.50 0.36 0.20 0.05 0.07 0.13 0.18

1.6–1.7 1.00 0.61 0.57 0.55 0.48 0.28 0.15 0.01 0.12 0.08

1.7–1.8 1.00 0.54 0.48 0.41 0.24 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.10

1.8–1.9 1.00 0.48 0.35 0.21 0.08 0.01 0.15 0.11

1.9–2.0 1.00 0.37 0.15 0.05 0.05 0.11 0.16

2.0–2.1 1.00 0.27 0.12 �0:07 0.04 �0:12

2.1–2.2 1.00 0.19 �0:14 0.07 �0:09

2.2–2.3 1.00 0.00 �0:03 �0:23

2.3–2.4 1.00 0.11 0.20

2.4–2.6 1.00 0.16

2.6–2.8 1.00
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E. Crosscheck of branching fraction

The numbers in Table XIV are used to obtain integrated

branching fractionsBðB ! Xs�Þ for purposes of compari-

son with the reported results from Sec. XC. The �BðB !
Xsþd�Þ values are summed over EB

� intervals, with the

errors combined including correlations (Table XVI).

Lastly, a factor of 0.958 is applied to account for the B !
Xd� contribution. As explained in Sec. VIII, the unfolded

yields are based on a different choice of model than that

used to extract the BðB ! Xs�Þ results for this analysis,
and hence are not intended to be used for such results. This

procedure has been carried out for one energy range,

1:8<EB
� < 2:8 GeV.

There are two contributions to the uncertainty beyond

those implied by Tables XIV and XVI. First, there is the

small (1.1%) uncertainty on NB �B. Second, because the

range of models used to estimate model-dependence

uncertainty is data driven, that uncertainty is positively

correlated with the systematic uncertainty on the signal

yield. This gives a BðB ! Xs�Þ for 1:8< EB
� < 2:8 GeV

of ð3:36�0:19�0:34�0:08Þ�10�4¼ð3:36�0:43Þ�
10�4, where the first set of errors are statistical, systematic,

and model, and their combination in the second form takes

the model-systematic correlation into account.

This value may be compared to the reported bran-

ching fraction of ð3:20�0:15�0:29�0:08Þ�10�4¼
ð3:20�0:33Þ�10�4 from Table XI; the three uncertainties

(independent in that case) are added in quadrature. The

difference in the central values is due to the different

choice of the central model; if a datalike model had been

used in Sec. X, the extracted branching fraction would

have been 3:36� 10�4, the same value obtained with

unfolding.

The smaller statistical and systematic uncertainties on

the branching fraction from Table XI are in large part a

consequence of applying the efficiency correction to a

single wide bin of photon energy. As discussed in

Sec. VIII, this deemphasizes the importance of the uncer-

tainties in the lowest-energy region, where signal effi-

ciency is lowest and background uncertainties are largest.

The branching fraction as derived from the unfolded spec-

trum of necessity relies upon efficiency corrections in 100-

MeV bins. In addition, the combined uncertainty on the

latter result is increased by the model-background corre-

lation discussed above, an effect which does not occur

when the model range is chosen as described in Sec. XB.

F. Moments of the spectrum

The moments of the spectrum provide information to

measure the HQET parameters mb and �2
� in the kinetic

scheme [23]. The first, second, and third spectral moments,

E1, E2, E3 are defined in Sec. I, Eq. (1). They are measured

for three photon energy ranges: 1.8–2.8 GeV, 1.9–2.8 GeV,

and 2.0–2.8 GeV. The moments are computed directly

from the unfolded spectrum in 100-MeV bins given in

Tables XIII and XIV using the correlation matrices given

in Tables XV and XVI.

The behavior of the moments for different photon en-

ergy ranges has been studied theoretically in the kinetic

scheme. The spectral moments in E�true
� are given in

Table XVIII. The correlations between the moments are

given in Table XX to allow fits to predictions of the

moments. The EB
� spectral moments and correlations

between the moments are given in Tables XIX and XXI.

XII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the B ! Xsþd� photon energy spectrum in

the CM frame has been measured in 347:1 fb�1 of data

taken with the BABAR experiment. It is used to extract

measurements of the direct CP asymmetry for the sum of

B ! Xs� and B ! Xd�, the branching fraction for B !
Xs�, and the spectral shape and its energy moments in the

B-meson rest frame. The result for CP asymmetry is

ACP ¼ 0:057� 0:060ðstatÞ � 0:018ðsystÞ:

The branching fraction and moments are presented for

three ranges of the photon energy in the B-meson rest

frame, 1.8, 1.9, and 2.0 to 2.8 GeV (Tables XI and XIX).

For example, in the 1.8–2.8 GeV range:

B ðB ! Xs�Þ ¼ ð3:21� 0:15� 0:29� 0:08Þ � 10�4;

E1 ¼ ð2:267� 0:019� 0:032� 0:003Þ GeV; and

E2 ¼ ð0:0484� 0:0053� 0:0077� 0:0005Þ GeV2;

TABLE XVII. The change in the number of events in each bin

of the unfolded photon spectrum after shifting the photon energy

scale by �0:3%. The absolute value of the largest difference

(þ or �) is shown after resolution unfolding (E�true
� bins) and

both resolution and Doppler smearing unfolding (EB
� bins). In

both cases efficiency and acceptance corrections have been

applied. These changes are included in the final systematic errors

in Tables XIII and XIV assuming 100% correlation between

the bins.

Change (events)

Energy range (GeV) E�true
� bins EB

� bins

1.53–1.60 222.1 220.2

1.60–1.70 190.6 191.0

1.70–1.80 261.1 261.6

1.80–1.90 354.4 354.8

1.90–2.00 493.2 492.0

2.00–2.10 622.9 622.2

2.10–2.20 640.3 658.5

2.20–2.30 428.4 461.1

2.30–2.40 528.7 598.9

2.40–2.50 1184.2 1292.5

2.50–2.60 1080.6 967.6

2.60–2.70 490.8 475.7
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where the errors are from statistics, systematics, and

model dependence, respectively, and the moments are

defined in Eq. (1).

Figure 16 compares the measured ACP (B ! Xsþd�) to
previous measurements and to the SM prediction. No

asymmetry is observed, consistent with SM expectation.

The current measurement is the most precise to date.

Figure 17 compares the measured branching fraction

to previous measurements performed for different E�

ranges. This measurement supersedes the previous fully

inclusive measurement from BABAR. It is consistent with

previous measurements and of comparable precision to

the recent Belle measurement [40]. In order to compare

with theoretical predictions, the measurement for EB
� >

1:8 GeV can be extrapolated down to 1.6 GeV using a

factor provided by the HFAG Collaboration [25]. They

fit results from previous measurements of B ! Xs� and

B ! Xc‘� to predictions in the kinetic scheme to yield

TABLE XVIII. The E�true
� spectral moments and errors (� statistical � systematic � model dependence). Moments are defined by

Eq. (1) in Sec. I.

E�
� range (GeV) E1 (GeV) E2 (GeV2) E3 (GeV3)

1.8–2.8 2:275� 0:018� 0:032� 0:003 0:0546� 0:0049� 0:0074� 0:0005 �0:0031� 0:0011� 0:0013� 0:0004

1.9–2.8 2:314� 0:013� 0:017� 0:004 0:0417� 0:0032� 0:0028� 0:0003 �0:0013� 0:0007� 0:0005� 0:0003

2.0–2.8 2:350� 0:010� 0:008� 0:005 0:0317� 0:0022� 0:0010� 0:0005 0:0001� 0:0005� 0:0002� 0:0002

TABLE XIX. The EB
� spectral moments and errors (� statistical � systematic � model dependence). Moments are defined by

Eq. (1) in Sec. I.

EB
� range (GeV) E1 (GeV) E2 (GeV2) E3 (GeV3)

1.8–2.8 2:267� 0:019� 0:032� 0:003 0:0484� 0:0053� 0:0077� 0:0005 �0:0048� 0:0011� 0:0011� 0:0004

1.9–2.8 2:304� 0:014� 0:017� 0:004 0:0362� 0:0033� 0:0033� 0:0005 �0:0029� 0:0007� 0:0004� 0:0002

2.0–2.8 2:342� 0:010� 0:008� 0:005 0:0251� 0:0021� 0:0013� 0:0009 �0:0013� 0:0005� 0:0002� 0:0001

TABLE XX. The correlation matrix of the E�true
� spectral moments. Superscripts denote the lower end of the energy range in GeV.

E1:8
1 E1:8

2 E1:8
3 E1:9

1 E1:9
2 E1:9

3 E2:0
1 E2:0

2 E2:0
3

E1:8
1 1.00 �0:88 �0:09 0.84 �0:68 �0:26 0.61 �0:29 �0:30

E1:8
2 1.00 �0:27 �0:58 0.71 0.19 �0:25 0.43 0.24

E1:8
3 1.00 �0:29 0.19 0.55 �0:23 0.26 0.35

E1:9
1 1.00 �0:75 �0:31 0.75 �0:28 �0:34

E1:9
2 1.00 0.12 �0:17 0.64 0.30

E1:9
3 1.00 �0:61 0.62 0.85

E2:0
1 1.00 0.25 �0:41

E2:0
2 1.00 �0:50

E2:0
3 1.00

TABLE XXI. The correlation matrix of the EB
� spectral moments. Superscripts denote the lower end of the energy range in GeV.

E1:8
1 E1:8

2 E1:8
3 E1:9

1 E1:9
2 E1:9

3 E2:0
1 E2:0

2 E2:0
3

E1:8
1 1.00 �0:90 0.10 0.84 �0:73 �0:05 0.53 �0:46 �0:09

E1:8
2 1.00 �0:35 �0:60 0.73 �0:07 �0:21 0.45 0.12

E1:8
3 1.00 �0:23 0.14 0.48 �0:29 0.30 0.26

E1:9
1 1.00 �0:82 �0:05 0.68 �0:50 �0:08

E1:9
2 1.00 �0:11 �0:27 0.59 0.14

E1:9
3 1.00 �0:50 0.52 0.59

E2:0
1 1.00 �0:59 �0:06

E2:0
2 1.00 0.20

E2:0
3 1.00
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average values of mb and �2
�. These parameters are

then used to generate a B ! Xs� model in the kinetic

scheme that gives an extrapolation factor of 1=ð0:968�
0:006Þ. When applied to the present result this gives

BðB! Xs�Þ ¼ ð3:31� 0:16� 0:30� 0:10Þ � 10�4 (EB
�>

1:6GeV), which is in excellent agreement with the

SM prediction BðB!Xs�Þ¼ ð3:15�0:23Þ�10�4ðE�>

1:6 GeVÞ [15] and can be used to provide stringent con-

straints on new physics. An example is shown in Fig. 18.

The effects of a type-II two-Higgs-doublet model (THDM)

on BðB ! Xs�Þ at next-to-leading order are presented in

Refs. [15,63]. Software provided by the author of Ref. [63]

computes an excluded region, following a procedure

described in Ref. [64]. The branching fraction, including

both the SM and the THDM contributions, is calculated for

each point in theMH� vs tan� plane. The various theoretical

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

This Analysis

CLEO lepton Tag

Babar hadron Tag

Babar lepton Tag

)γs+d X→(BCPA

SM

FIG. 16 (color online). Measurements of ACP (B ! Xsþd�),
with statistical and systematic errors. The three published re-

sults, top to bottom, are from Refs. [42], [43], and [32], respec-

tively. The uppermost result is based on a subset of the data used

in the current analysis.

2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

1.7GeV

1.8GeV
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2.0GeV

-4)/10γs X→B(B

FIG. 17. The measured branching fraction for this analysis

(solid circles) compared to previous measurements for different

E� ranges (minimum energies EB
� given on the left axis). The

previous measurements are from CLEO (asterisks) [33], Belle

(open triangles) [40], and BABAR using the semi-inclusive tech-

nique (open squares) [41]. Error bars show total uncertainties.

FIG. 18 (color online). The shaded area shows the excluded

region (at the 95% confidence level) in charged Higgs mass vs

tan� for a type-II two-Higgs-doublet model, using the measured

value of BðB ! Xs�Þ ¼ ð3:31� 0:16� 0:30� 0:10Þ � 10�4

(EB
� > 1:6 GeV) from this analysis. This plot is based on pre-

dictions in Refs. [15,63].
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FIG. 19. Themeasured first (top) and second (bottom)moments

from this analysis (solid circles) compared with the previous

measurement for different E� ranges (minimum energies given

on the left axis). These previous measurements are CLEO (aster-

isks) [33], BABAR semi-inclusive (open squares) [41], and Belle

(open triangles) [40]. Error bars show total uncertainties.
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uncertainties are assumed to have Gaussian distributions and

are combined in quadrature. A point is then excluded if the

negative 1
 deviation of the prediction lies above the 95%

confidence level upper limit of the measured branching

fraction extrapolated to 1.6 GeV. The region MH� <
327 GeV is excluded at the 95% confidence level, indepen-

dent of tan�.
The effects of detector resolution and Doppler smearing

are unfolded to present the photon spectrum in the

B-meson rest frame for the first time in Fig. 15. This

spectrum may be used to extract information on HQET

parameters in two ways. First, the full covariance matrix is

provided to allow any theoretical model to be fit to the

entire spectrum. Second, the moments have been extracted

and can be compared to predictions for difference energy

ranges. Figure 19 compares the measured moments to

previous measurements.
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APPENDIX: PARAMETERIZATION OF

BRANCHING FRACTION FACTORS

The central values of the partial branching fractions

reported in Sec. XC depend on the signal efficiency �sig
and adjustment factor  computed for a kinetic scheme

model with parameters mb and �2
� set to current

HFAG world average values [25] (4:591 GeV=c2 and

0:454 ðGeV=cÞ2, respectively). This appendix provides

functional forms for the dependence of �sig and  on these

HQET parameters. In the event of possible future changes

in the HFAG values, the information presented here would

allow for a corresponding adjustment of the branching

fraction central values. Since each partial branching frac-

tion in the B rest frame is proportional to =�sig, the

adjustment would be made by dividing out that combina-

tion computed for the current values of HQET parameters

and multiplying by the same combination computed for the

new values.

These functions have no physical significance. They

result from fits to the �sig and  values computed by MC

simulation for a wide range of parameters. For a grid of

models spanning 4:5 � mb � 4:7 GeV=c2 and 0:3 �
�2

� � 0:7 ðGeV=cÞ2, these fits have fractional accuracy

of better than 0.2% for �sig and 0.1% for . The functional

form used for both quantities is

fðmb; �
2
�Þ ¼ f0 þ f1ðmb � 4:6 GeV=c2Þ

þ f2

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2
�

q

� 0:6 GeV=c

�

þ f3ðmb � 4:6 GeV=c2Þ

�
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�2
�

q

� 0:6 GeV=c

�

þ f4ðmb � 4:6 GeV=c2Þ2; (A1)

where the coefficients f0 through f4 have appropriate units
to make each term dimensionless. Table XXII gives the

values of these coefficients for �sig and  for each of the

three photon energy ranges in which branching fractions

are reported.

TABLE XXII. Coefficients in fits to signal efficiency (�sig) and adjustment factor () as a function of mb and �2
�, using the

functional form of Eq. (A1).

Energy range Quantity f0 f1 f2 f3 f4

1.8–2.8 GeV �sig 0.025823 0.004638 �0:000802 �0:011207 �0:008734

 1.02189 �0:01859 0.01699 0.02896 0.06966

1.9–2.8 GeV �sig 0.026099 0.004380 �0:000501 �0:011818 �0:008565

 1.03440 �0:04529 0.012169 0.09818 0.11165

2.0–2.8 GeV �sig 0.026463 0.003876 �0:000371 �0:012715 �0:008907

 1.06264 �0:04162 0.03924 0.35858 0.29559
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